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INTRODUCTION 

This final report on the Lodge Public Information Program is prepared to provide 
details about the various elements of the two-year program. The first portion of 
the report contains examples of some of the products that were developed. This is 
followed by a summary that includes an evaluation of those elements and recom
mendations that should be considered when planning similar motorist information 
programs. 

A video version of this report is available. Contact Jack Pyle at the Michigan 
Department of Transportation, (517)-335-3084, to make arrangements to obtain a 
copy. 



SECflON A 
Executive Summary 
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Results 

e There were no m"jor tmffk jams during construction. 

e In the first year of construction, 24,000 vehicles per day found alternate routes. 
As a result, traffic which remained on the Lodge in the first year moved smoothly, 
despite construction. 

e In the second year, the headline of the Detroit Free Press on the day after the 
northbound Lodge closed said: "No Lodge? No Sweat!" The Detroit News said: 
"Detroit gave a traffic jam, but nobody came." 

41 Our second telephone survey after the first year of contruction showed a major 
shift in attitudes of Lodge users: 

- 58'% of the freeway users felt the state was doing a good or excellent job to 
minimize disruption during the construction. 

- 83% felt the second year's construction would cause little or no inconve· 
nience, even though they knew the freeway would be completely closed to traffic 
one direction at a time. 

e Negative attitudes of Detroit area business and city leaders before construction 
started were completely reversed by the end of year one. Opponents became sup· 
porters. 

41 Media reports completely changed from very negative before construction to 
very positive and supportive during and after construction. MDOT was lauded in 
radio· TV coverage and editorials in Detroit daily newspapers. 

41 News coverage was widespread and effective in all major media. In research, 
Lodge users were asked if they found out about the freeway repairs in the following 
ways: 

- from radio reports: 
- from newspapers: 
- from television: 

70'% said yes 
71% said yes 
80% said yes 

41 More than 200 officials and engineers from 20 states visited Michigan to view the 
project during construction and to learn about its results. 

Ill "Lodge. ability" theme was recognized by 42% of the people in second survey, 
and they could define it ... an enviable record for a new "product." 

•6 
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A budget of $702,000 for the two-year program covered creation of printed 
materials, PSAs, a speakers bureau, slide presentation and opinion surveys. Les;; 
than one-quarter of the budget was used for paid advertising. 

Execution 

Media - An aggressive Detroit-area media program was kicked off by the director 
ofMDOT, who made himself available to media at briefings before and during con
struction. A full-time media specialist was hired to provide frequent construction 
and traffic updates. 

Helicopter Traffic Reporters - This group was given special attention at a lun
cheon with the MDOT director before the project and during the project with fre
quent reports about construction activities. 

Hotline - A telephone hotline, 93-LODGE, used taped messages to give motorists 
information on project status to help them avoid traffic delays. The message was 
often updated daily. 

Public Service Announcements - Four TV PSAs described the construction 
and informed viewers of the Lodge hotline phone number. Two others described 
alternate routes. 

Brochures - 750,000 brochures were distributed by community task force 
members and a radio station. Four different versions of the brochure were targeted 
to specific sections of the city to show how to reach alternate routes. 

Speakers bureau - A slide program and speakers were used to describe the pro
gram to help people in many organizations. 

Advertisements- Newspaper ads were used for significant events, such as beginn
ing of construction and shutdown of one side of the freeway. Much less advertising 
was needed than expected because of the excellent ongoing coverage by news 
media. 

Public Contact Personnel - Many motorists received information from 
telephone operators, waiters/waitresses, and others who were specially trained to 
be knowledgeable about the project. 

Free tow truck service - Two trucks were hired to travel the Lodge and alternate 
freeways for two years to provide gas, jump starts or tow stranded vehicles to 
eliminate traffic tie-ups. About 100 vehicles per week received the free service. 

5 
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The Motorist Information Plan for the Lodge Freeway Reconstruction project 
was basically two one-year programs, joined into a single two-year effort. There 
were different needs for each year and the program addressed these differences by 
providing different levels of public information programming. A strength of the 
program was its ability to build in 1987 upon the momentum created in 1986, the 
first year of the reconstruction project. The overall plan was based on a strategy 
that emphasized ongoing traffic management along with a major public relations 
program to help keep traffic moving as near to normal as possible during the two
year reconstruction effort. 

The Motorist Information Plan consistently focused on the positive. Without a 
doubt, the reconstruction of an urban freeway includes some negatives-somewhat 
longer travel times, noise, dust and truck traffic in neighborhoods and business 
areas, and readjusting normal driving patterns to include alternate routes. 
However, the Motorist Public Information Plan emphasized the positives that 
would result from an improved, state-of-the art freeway. 

The public information program was divided into various program elements or 
"tasks." Each task was based on a medium effort in the second year of the project 
when actual lane closures occurred. Each task was evaluated at the end of the first 
year and served as a foundation for the more intensified second-year program. 

Research 

Research was conducted on two separate occasions: before the construction 
started and after the first year. The first telephone survey of 800 Lodge users reveal
ed that the public generally wanted freeway improvements but was apprehensive 
about how the work would affect them: 53% said the work was absolutely 
necessary, but more than 50 °/o felt the state could not reduce inconveniences to 
drivers during construction. 

Planning 

The overall objective was to keep traffic moving smoothly to minimize the potential 
negative impacts construction might cause for businesses, restaurants, enter
tainment/ sport complexes and health care facilities. 
Strategies to accomplish the objective: 

e Make public relations an intergral part of construction by creating a traffic 
management/ communications program to inform motorists of conditions on the 
Lodge Freeway before they encountered them and became snarled in traffic. 

e Create a community task force of officials from businesses, local governments 
and community organizations in the Lodge corridor to assist in the design of a 
motorist information plan. 

e Develop a theme, "Lodge• ability," to generate recognition of the Lodge pro
ject and serve as an umbrella for all communications activities. 

4 
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Executive Summary 

Background 

The nation's first major urban freeway to be closed to traffic for reconstruction 
was the John C. Lodge Freeway in Detroit. Strongly expressed concerns, and in 
some cases outright opposition, greeted the proposal to close the freeway used by 
127,000 drivers daily. Most vocal were some leaders of the Detroit Central Business 
District Association and Detroit City Council, who feared the project would great
ly reduce traffic to and from the downtown area. News media joined the outcry, 
along with leaders of neighborhood organizations, commercial centers, institutions 
and major employers along the nine-mile freeway. 

Three types of motorists rely on the Lodge Freeway as a primary route into the 
downtown area. The first group is those daily commuters who use the Lodge for 
regular work- day trips into and out of the city. A second group of freeway users is 
those who use the freeway occasionally for travel to and from special events such as 
ethnic festivals, concerts and sporting events. A third group of freeway users is 
those motorists who live along the Lodge corridor and regularly use the freeway for 
short trips. 

Reconstruction of the 7 .S-mile stretch of the freeway was scheduled for two 
phases during 1986 and 1987. During 1986, all construction occurred in an "under 
traffic" situation. Work completed during this first phase of the project included 
widening of the outside shoulders to 12 feet and building a four-foot safety wall on 
the outside edge of the shoulders. The drainage system was also extended and 
upgraded and the storm sewer system was cleaned and inspected. Initial work also 
began on the construction of bridges for improvements of the Livernois and 
Davison interchanges. 

In 1987, the reconstruction project called for full closure in one direction at a 
time. Beginning on April 11, the northbound lanes from Griswold to 7 Mile Road 
were closed while the old pavement was removed and replaced. The northbound 
lanes were reopened to traffic on July 16, and on the following day, the southbound 
lanes were closed for reconstruction. The southbound lanes were completed and 
reopened to traffic on October 14. 

Of special concern to the Michigan Department of Transportation in planning 
the reconstruction of the Lodge, was the impact of the project on local com
munities, particularly the downtown business community. The public information 
program was designed to let motorists know that adequate alternate detour routes 
were available and that there would be only minimal delays in reaching 
reching destinations. Motorists were reminded that it was "business as usual" for 
the many downtown restaurants, concerts, sporting events, ethnic festivals and 
other special events. The program was designed to provide opportunities for input 
from the business community as well as organizations representing areas along the 
Lodge Freeway corridor. 
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Visual Examples 
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Visual Examples 

c D 

F 

G 

A Lodge• ability signs alerted motorists to the upcoming reconstruction project. 
B Electronic message signs promoted the 93-Lodge 24-hour telephone line. 
C Special brochures provided motorists with alternate route information. 
D The color-coded alternate routes were a key part of the communication effort. 
E Color coding was also incorporated into the alternate route signs. 
F Pool• ability was the ridesharing alternative to help some motorists cope with the 

reconstruction project. 
G Advertising in local newspapers was used to reach a maximum number of area motorists. 
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Planning 
The plan for the Lodge Freeway Reconstruction Program covered a two-year 

period. Communication needs for 1986 consisted of: 

1) information about minor traffic disruption 
2) easing the fears of business and civic leaders 
3) establishing the credibility of "Lodge• ability" for 1987 

Another plan was created in December 1986, detailing the second year of the 
project. This plan incorporated "87" into the "Lodge• ability" theme, giving it 
timeliness. Emphasis was also placed on the fact that one side of the freeway wotJld 
remain open while the other side was closed for construction. 

A budget of $702,000 was allocated for the two-year program. Advertising costs 
were less than one-fourth the budget. 

10 
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Preface 

This plan covers the full two-year reconstruction of the Lodge Freeway. 
it is, however, divided into two one-year plans because each of the 
construction years is markedly different. The most critical public 
information needs wi 11 occur in 1987, when actua 1 c 1 osure of the freeway 
ocurs for construction activity. While the 1986 "under traffic" 
construction will mean significantly less disruption to traffic than will 
the 1987 closures, there wi 11, nevertheless, be a need for significant 
public information work in 1986 for several reasons: 

Even with construction "under traffic" and opening all lanes 
during rush hour, the daily flow of traffic on the Lodge will 
have some disruption -- hence, motorists will need to be warned 
about the construction process and alternatives for travel; 

- The fears of business and institutional managers about the 
impact of closing the Lodge (as originally proposed) in the 
first year, will still be present in 1986, thus requiring 
some level of effort to offset anticipated motorists' fears 
about reaching the downtown, university/cultural and New 
Center areas; 

- The early 1985 work on the original reconstruction plan 
uncovered significant skepticism about the ability to 
promote re-routing traffic effectively -- a solid, • 
medium-level information program in 1986 will help to 
establish the credibility of the much more intense 
public information work in 1987 when actual closure 
occurs. 

Finally, reconstruction of the Lodge Freeway is merely the beginning of 
such major reconstruction efforts that wi 11 occur in Southeast Michigan 
over the next two decades. Eva 1 uati on of the tot a 1 two-year program wi 11 
provide a sound basis for designing future public information programs for 
whichever major reconstruction projects follow the Lodge work. 

Two Year Sequencing 

Reconstruction of the Lodge Freeway is a two-year project, that is 
essentially, two one-year construction elements. The Motorist Information 
Program para 11 e 1 s the construction path. That is, a first year of medi urn 
intensity followed by a second year of maximum intensity in the 
communication effort. 

This plan for the Motorist Information Program, therefore, is presented 
as a series of individual tasks within the overall plan. Each task foresees 
a medium effort in the first year and a maximum effort in the second year 
-- approximately one-third of the effort in the first year, two-thirds in 
the second year. Built into each of the tasks is another given: evaluation 
of each task at the end of that first year as a foundation on which to 
mount the stepped up second year program. The evaluation/modification step 
is not spelled out in each of the tasks but it is very much a part of each 
task in the overall program plan. 

Total budget: 1986: $239,000 
1987: $371,000 

$610,000 12 
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Task: Campaign Theme 

Communicating of the overall Lodge Motorist Information Program will be 
greatly improved by adoption of a central theme for the program. That theme 
will consist of a slogan plus a graphics treatment of the slogan to provide 
a visual logo for the campaign. Because the overall project is essentially 
two one-year efforts, it will be important to find a theme that will stand 
through the two-year program without overemphasizing either portion. In 
addition, the theme/1 ago · shou 1 d be adaptab 1 e to future reconstruction 
projects in greater Detroit. 

Task elements 

Work on the task begins with creating a theme slogan or phrase, followed 
by creation of an appropriate graphic treatment of the theme. Various 
artwork formats and sizes will then be produced, for use throughout the 
Motorist Information Plan's other elements. Use of the theme and graphics 
will be reviewed following the 19B6 construction effort for possible 
modifications before implementing the 1987 work. 

Task budget: $5,000 in 1986; $2,000 in 1987 
• 

Task: Media Relations Support 

Primary responsibility for media relations on the Lodge reconstruction 
project wi 11 be shared by the Lansing and Southfi e 1 d pub 1 i c information 
offices. SEMCOG will provide local support with the media relations ·work. 

Media relations will be particularly important because total 
reconstruction of a major urban freeway will remain "hard news" to the mass 
media throughout the two-year project. All media relations activities will 
fall into two categories: reactive and proactive. In the reactive phase, 
particular attention will be paid to providing traffic flow details during 
the construction peri ads, a 1 ong with other information sought by media 
reporters. In the proactive phase, emphasis will be on providing available 
information underscoring the relative ease for motorists using the freeway 
as well as feature stories about the innovative elements of the overall 
project. 

Task elements 

Support for the MDOT public information offices will be provided through 
writing and producing news releases and feature stories; implementation of 
a radio traffic monitoring team; announcement of special event work 
stoppages and freeway use patterns; te 1 ephone a 1 ert support in emergency 
situations; stimulating of print and broadcast editorial support for the 
project and its benefits; promotion of the Ride Share effort within the 
overall program. 

Task budget: $6,000 in 1986; $9,000 in 1987 

13 
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Task: Print Materials 

A series of printed materials will serve two purposes: providing general 
information about the overall project and its benefits as well as providing 
very site-specific information to motorists about efficiently using the 
freeway corridor during construction. Such printed materials are 
particularly important because they are the most basic "carry with" 
information about the project; also, the most detailed of the information 
e 1 ements. Most of the printed materia 1 wi 11 be made avai 1 ab 1 e through 
organizations and businesses in the Lodge corridor for di stri but ion to 
their patients, clients, customers, employees and visitors. This task will 
include the creative preparation -- both writing and artwork -- as well as 
production supervision. 

Task elements 

Included in the wide range of printed support materials for the overall 
program will be: 

a general brochure describing the project, the alternate routes and 
transit programs; 

• a brochure for tourists, concentrating on travel by visitors into and 
through the greater Detroit area; 

- mailing inserts explaining very site-specific travel alternatives for 
various downtown, mid-town and New Center area businesses and 
organizations, to be used as enclosures with regular mailings by those 
businesses and organizations; 

site-specific alternate route maps for the downtown, mid-town and New 
Center areas, for distribution within those areas through businesses and 
organizations; 

posters highlighting motorist route alternatives, for use in various 
public and private buildings in the Lodge corridor; 

- buttons carrying out the campaign theme (to be used, for example, 
with special training sessions for switchboard and other service personnel 
at businesses and organizations in the Lodge corridor); 

- tab 1 e tents with a 1 ternate route information and genera 1 project 
benefit information, for use in organization a 1 cafeterias and area 
restaurants. 

Task budget: $25,000 in 1986; $50,000 in 1987 

14 
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Task: Public Service Announcements 

Announcements on radio and te 1 evi si on are effective reminder messages. 
Their brevity precludes major informational detail sharing, but the large 
audiences reached by both of those two mass media make them effective 
communications tools for brief reminder messages. Both radio and television 
announcements wi 11 be utili zed, with an emphasis on securing the prime 
"drive time" radio spots during morning and evening rush hours. In 
addition, the extensive cable television penetration of suburban 
communities at the outer end of the Lodge corridor stimulates development 
of both teletext and video program public service elements for use on those 
cable systems. 

Task elements 

There are three major elements to the public service task: creative, 
production, distribution. 

An outside communications consulting agency will be utilized in creative 
development of the announcement messages. That agency will, in turn, 
contract for various necessary production services: audio ,and video 
facilities and talent, post-production editing, tape duplication. SEMCOG 
wi 11 supervise both the creative and production task e 1 ements and wi 11 
handle all distribution of the announcements to area stations. 

End products will include: 

radio announcements for each year of construction; 

television announcements for each year of construction; 

cable teletext announcements for each year; 

a 30-minute cable program for the first year, with modifications for 
the second construction year. 

Task budget: $20,000 in 1986; $40,000 in 1987 

15 
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Task: Advertising 

Advertising in various printed publications provides an opportunity to 
carefully target messages in the mass media (as opposed to the more defused 
audience pattern of radio and television programming). Two basic types of 
print advertising will be utili zed: l) general information advertisements 
emphasizing the positive benefits of the new freeway and general 
information about alternative routes; and, 2) selective placement of medium 
spaces advertisements in targeted publications to provide location-specific 
information about alternate routing for speci a 1 events in the downtown, 
university/cultural and New Center areas -- entertainment events, sporting 
events, theatre and concerts, Grand Prix, fireworks and ethnic festivals. 
Some of that advertising will be targeted to geographic areas: i.e., 
suburban communities in northern Wayne and Oakland counties will direct 
travel re l ati onshi ps to the Lodge corridor. Other advertising with be 
targeted at the trip decision points: i . e., pub 1 i cations with restaurant 
guides, entertainment sections of newspapers and magazines where special 
events are promoted. 

Much of the advertising effort will be delivered on a co-op basis, 
adding motorist information components to advertising being done by special 
events or clusters of organization a 1 and business outlets. ~uch co-op 
advertising will leverage available advertising dollars to greatly broaden 
the reach of campaign advertising while at the same time effectively 
targeting motorist information to those.citizens who will be specifically 
using the Lodge to reach downtown, university /cul tura 1 and New Center 
events and businesses. Emphasis will be placed on aggragating businesses 
into co-op ads, rather than using resources on individual businesses or 
organizations. 

Task elements 

The advertising task will include several elements: design of a campaign 
"l oak" carried out in several different ad formats; writing of appropriate 
text and headlines; preparation of artwork for the various formats; 
identification of co-op partners·; design of an ad placement schedule; and, 
placement of the ads in various publications. 

One or more communications consulting firms will be used in the design, 
writing and production e 1 ements of the advertising task. The project's 
Communications Advisory Committee will be utilized in both the design and 
co-op phases of the task. 

Task budget: $100,000 in 1986; $200,000 in 1987 

16 
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Task: Promotional Support 

The uniqueness of totally closing a major urban freeway requires some 
innovation in providing motorist information. One unique task in the 
overall campaign will be a promotional support .effort in which such basic 
information as alternate route access and benefits from the reconstruction 
are provided to motorists via organizations and businesses directly 
affected by the reconstruction effort. While such organizations and 
businesses will undoubtedly plan their own special promotional efforts 
during the reconstruction periods, providing altern ate route and project 
information within such promotions clearly is part of the overall Motorist 
Information Program. 

Task elements 

Because this task is designed to provide motorist information tailored 
to individual organization and business efforts, the exact elements will be 
defined working with the the Communications Implementation Task Force 
(CITF) and with the individual businesses and organizations. One specific 
project already identified by CITF is a series of information briefings for 
switchboard operators and others in organizations and businesses who will 
be put in a position of explaining to individuals the best ways to 
negotiate travel through or around the reconstruction corridor. !ncluded in 
the briefing process will be preparation of special printed materials to be 
used by those service personnel as reference materials in their work with 
the public. Other promotional opportunities will be identified during the 
overall project campaign. 

Task budget: $6,000 in 1986; $12,000 in 1987 

Task: Speakers Bureau 

The most effective exp 1 an at ion of the reconstruction project, its 1 ong 
range benefits and its provisions for motorist options is small group 
presentation with visuals and an opportunity for discussion and questions. 
Trained staff members of MOOT and SEMCOG will make presentations before 
citizens, civic, service and professional organizations throughout the 
Lodge corridor. 

Task element 

A slide presentation will be written and produced for use in the 
Speakers Bureau. Training sessions will be held for staff members to 
prepare them in use of the slide presentation and in responding to 
anticipated questions about the project. A "fact sheet" will be compiled 
throughout the project of questions arising at the presentation along with 
answers to the questions. An aggressive effort will be made to identify 
organizations as subjects for the presentations. 

Task budget: $12,000 in 1986; $8,000 in 1987 

17 
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Task: Monitoring & Evaluation 

There are two important information gathering needs in the overall 
campaign: monitoring of the project's impact and campaign effectiveness as 
well as evaluation of campaign tasks and elements. 

Feedback is a very important e 1 ement in any on-going communications 
effort. The Lodge Motorist Information Program is no exception. Pub 1 i c 
reaction to the project as well as the information campaign will be 
imporant in determining possible modifications to the information program 
throughout the reconstruction periods. Mid-course corrections in the 
information program will be possible based on such feedback. 

Evaluation is also an important element. Because the overall project is 
actually two one-year construction efforts, evaluation of the first year's 
Motorist Information Program will be a very important basis for designing 
-- or, re-designing -- various tasks for the second year of the two-year 
reconstruction project. 

Finally, reconstruction of the Lodge Freeway is merely the beginning of 
such major reconstruction efforts that will occur in Southeast Michigan 
over the next two decades. Eva 1 uati on of the tot a 1 two-year pr;_ogram will 
provide a sound basis for designing future public information programs for 
whichever major reconstruction projects follow the Lodge work. 

Task elements 

Monitoring of the reconstruction project wi 11 include formation of and 
operation of a Consumer Pane 1 and a between-phases opinion survey. The 
Panel will include approximately twenty-five regular users of the Lodge 
carefully selected to match a profile of Lodge users (i.e., some who live 
in Detroit and commute outbound; some who live in the suburbs and commute 
inbound; various other demographics -- gender, age, income levels). The 
Panel will be contacted on a regular basis to secure feedback about both 
the project operation and the Motorist Information Program. Regular reports 
from those contacts · wi 11 be distributed to key project personne 1 and 
motorist information personnel as well as the Communications Implementation 
Task Force. Modifications to the program will be made as appropriate. 

In addition, an in-depth opinion survey will be conducted, to measure 
the first project year's impact on motorist's attitudes and behavior. The 
Consumer Pane 1 provides a 1 i mi. ted but on-going source of feedback whi 1 e the 
opinion survey will reach a much wider cross-section of motorists on a 
one-time basis. 

Evaluation of the program will consist of collecting various materials 
as they are generated throughout the program, assembling all Consumer Panel 
feedback reports and then convening key personnel from MOOT and SEMCOG to 
spend two days evaluating the program and making recommendations for the 
second year of the Lodge project and future reconstruction projects. 

Task budget: $45,000 in 1986; $30,000 in 1987 

18 
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Communication Project Management 

Beyond the specific elements of the Motorist Information Program, there 
are elements which encompass the entire program, elements which could best 
be called ''project management.'' In total, these elements will make certain 
that the overall program operates efficiently and effectively in a more 
coordinated manner than it would without this management task. 

Task elements 

The first element is maintaining the Communications Implementation Task 
Force (CITF) as an oversight committee for the Motorist Information Program 
throughout the two year construction process. Regular meetings of the CITF 
will review plan elements and timetables, help determine materials 
quantities, monitor the program and suggest modifications, and serve as an 
early warning system for problems. The Implementation Task Force numbers 
some 85 persons representing businesses and organizations operating in the 
Lodge corridor. The Task Force is both a cross-section of many businesses 
and organizations and, literally, an implementing dynamic for putting into 
operation many of the other tasks. 

Communicating regularly with citizen, governmental and busin~ss leaders 
is an effective means of sharing progress on the project and making certain 
that there is a controlled flow of information to those opinion leaders. A 
"Southeast Michigan Transportation Update" newsletter from MOOT Oi rector 
Pitz will be sent regularly to some 1,500 community leaders. The element 
wi 11 include monitoring and updating the mailing list, preparing draft 
text, producing the newsletter and making regular mailings. 

Because the Motorists Information Program requires some unique creative 
and production capacities, several sub-contractors will be utilized in the 
avera 11 program, particularly the advertising and public service 
announcement tasks. As prime contractor, SEMCOG will pro vi de management 
oversight of the various sub-contractors, monitoring performance and 
maintaining progress report and project completion files for each contract. 

In addition to direct supervision of specific Motorist Information 
Program tasks, SEMCOG also wi 11 provide on-going communications technical 
assistance to the MOOT Lodge Committee, to MOOT's public information staff 
and to MOOT's planning and engineering departments. There is an on-going 
interaction of_ the p l anni ng/constructi on work and the public information 
effort-- such public information technical assistance will be provided at 
meetings of the planning and construction staff and in coordinating overall 
plan elements with MOOT public information offices in Lansing and 
Southfield. 

Task budget: $20,000 in 1986; $20,000 in 1987 

19 
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Proposal to Michigan Department of Transportation 

for a 

Motorist Information Plan 

lodge Freeway Reconstruction 
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Task: Campaign Theme 

All evidence indicates that the Lodge-ability theme adopted for 
1986 activities worked extremely well -- it was used often by citizens 
and in the media. The public opinion poll also identified a high level 
of awareness among those polled. In addition, the block L logo worked 
well as part of the graphic presentation during 1986. For those 
reasons. both Lodge.ability and the block L logo will be continued into 
1987. 

The only change will be addition of an up-dating element. using 
"'87" to distinguish the 1987 activities from previous work. 

Some emphasis will also be placed on incorporating into the 
overall campaign theme two key considerations for 1987: 

1) the fact that commercial and special event activities in and 
around the corridor will be "business as usual" during reconstruction. 
to head off any lingering doubts that motorists might have about 
freev1ay and alternate route capacities and ease of use during 1987: 
and, 

2) constant reminders that 1987's reconstruction work means 
closing the freeway from downtown detroit to 7 Mile Road one way a.t a 
time -- emphasizing that the open side is fully open and not only can 
be used, but should be used (combatting a motorist inclination in 1986 
to simply not use the freeway at all during reconstruction. even when 
one or both sides were available without disruption). 

Task Elements 
Incorporate '"87" into Lodge-ability graphics where appropriate. 

as well as the "business as usual" and "use the open side" 
considerations. 
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Task: Media Relations Support 

Primary responsibility for media relations on the Lodge 
reconstruction project will be shared by the Lansing and Southfield 
public information offices of MOOT. SEMCOG will provide local support 
for the media relations work. both directly and through sub-contractor. 
PR Associ a ted. 

Media coverage of 1986 was excellent-- news media in greater 
Detroit treated the reconstruction as a hard news story. making the 
media relations emphasis one of supplying information in a timely 
manner. particularly to the radio traffic reporters. 

Task Elements 

news r·eleases on various closing and opening dates throughout 
the project: 

in-depth briefings of appropriate media: 

kick-off news conference. tentatively set for March 11; 

creation of media kits for news conference and follow-up 
briefings: 

special briefing for radio traffic reporters: 

promotional visits to all radio stations carrying drive time 
traffic reports (expanding on a highly successful 1986 activity): 

editorial board meetings with major newspaper. magazine and 
television outlets: 

talk show appearances for MOOT Director prior to April 11 start 
date, around time of July northbound completion, .southbound closure and 
around November completion date: 

extensive merging of reconstruction and Cobo Hall construction 
activities and schedules in media contacts. 
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Task: Print Materials 

Emphasis in print materials will be on the alternate routes, in 
support of the "business as usual" nature of special events and 
institutional activities in the corridor. 

Task Elements 

- four brochures about the project. with one side containing 
generic information while the other side will feature four maps: the 
Central Business District: the University/Cultural Center Area: the New 
Center Area: and. the overall regional perspective. Each map will have 
color-coded alternate routes along with specific information about how 
to reach those various alternate routes and how to reach parking in 
various locations affected by construction. Where possible. additional 
information about the various areas will be included; 

- the four maps will be reproduced as 6-color posters: 

kit covers will be produced with the project logo, for use in 
media relations work and briefings; 

buttons will be distributed at briefings and other meetings, 
using the slogan "I know about Lodge.ability"; 

special parking instruction fliers may be developed. if 
appropriate, for special events and area facilities. 
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Task: Public Service Announcements 

Both radio and television public service announcements will 
concentrate on three messages: 1) dates for closings and openings; 2) 
the open side is fully usable: and. 3) events and facilities are 
reachable and doing their business as usual. 

Radio will be serviced through provision of text which can be 
adapted by each station to "its personalities and format. Using text 
also provides excellent flexibility for covering dates throughout the 
spring/summer/fall reconstruction period. 

Television spots will be less flexible and will concentrate on the 
open side usage and business as usual considerations. 

Task Elements 

- developed themes for both radio and television approaches: 

- text for several waves of radio announcements (pre-April 11 
closure: during northbound closure: the late July turnaround between 
northbound and southbound: during southbound closure: and. completion: 

- three :30-second television announcements: 

- text for cable system access channels. 
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Task: Advertising 

Advertising will be directed toward several objectives: 

a) fully informing the motoring public about scheduled dates for 
clos·i!lg and opening the freeway and its various ramps: 

b) emphasizing the alternate routes. their capacities and best 
VJays to reach and use the various routes: 

c) use of the open side of the freeway: 

d) the "business as usual" approach to Detroit events and 
facilities during reconstruction: 

el various elements of the overall motorist support project. such 
as the traffic hotline. the express bus and RideShare services. the tow 
tr·uck. etc. 

Timing of the advertising support will include an ad placement 
prior to april 11. another placement before the late July turnaround; 
another prior to completion: and. possible small space support during 
the construction period. 

Advertising creative approaches and space placement plans will be 
developed by sub-contractor Deleeuw. Ferguson and Bashaw. 

Task Elements 

- a space placement plan covering all three phases: 

a creative approach for text and graphics: 

completed art work for ad placement: 

reprinting. if appropriate. of ads as posters or handouts. 
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Task: Promotion 

Activity in this task will be centered around a series of 
briefings for public contact personnel. and their supervisors. in 
facilities and institutions affected by the Lodge reconstruction work. 
A s·imilar series was helpful in 1986 in reaching out to make experts in 
Lodge.ability of those public contact personnel --telephone operators. 
waiters and waitresses. hotel service personnel. public safety 
officers. parking lot/structure attendants. etc. In 1987. two types of 
briefings will be scheduled: 

al three general areawide briefings, one each in the downtown. 
New Center and University/Cultural Center areas; 

b) site specific briefings for large facilities. such as Henry 
ford Hospital. the Joe Louis/Cabo Hall complex. the Penobscot Building. 
etc. 

Task Elements 

preparing kits for distribution to attendees at the briefings. 
to include brochures, a fact sheet. the Lodge-ability button, special 
parking instructions. express bus and RideShare information and a 
schedule of planned closing and opening dates for various elements of 
the Lodge reconstruction and Cobo Hall Lodge reconstruction work 
projects. 

scheduling both the general and site specific meetings; 

securing co-sponsorship organizations for each briefing. to 
assist in stimulating participation. 
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Task: Speakers Bureau 

As was the case in 1986, a slide presentation will be developed as 
the basic visual tool for telling the Lodge reconstruction story. The 
slide presentation will be used by SEMCOG in media relations support. 
in the public contact briefings and in special meetings of business and 
organizational groups in the corridor. Copies of the presentation will 
also be delivered to Michigan Department of Transportation personnel 
for use in Lansing meetings and for use by the project ombudsman in 
meetings with general public and community organizations within the 
corridor. 

In addition, the 93-LODGE hotline will be maintained as the most 
timely information source for motorists. 

Task Elements 

a slide presentation about the 1987 work, including a revised 
script and slides: 

- maintain and program the lodge-ability hotline • 
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Task: Monitoring and Evaluation 

Securing feedback about the project during the project is the 
initial objective under this task. A later consideration is the final 
evaluation and final report on the two-year project. 

In place of the Consumer Panel of 1986 (which did not produce the 
anticipated useful feedback). a monitoring panel will be used that is 
composed of SEMCOG. MDOT and Implementation Task Force staff member 
-- both those who use the Lodge and provide direct experience and those 
who have fellow workers and friends who use the Lodge. for indirect 
reactions. A response form will be devised for easy provision of 
information about problems and concerns that arise during the 
reconstruction work. such feedback will be shared with MDOT 
construction supervisors and used, where appropriate. in modifying the 
Motorist Information Plan and its elements. 

Following completion of reconstruction work. all parties involved 
in the information effort will be contacted for evaluation of the two
year effort. including task force members. MDOT and SEMCOG staff, 
subcontractors. That evaluation will be combined with a narrative 
account of the information effort and examples of materials produced 
into a final report on this innovative approach to helping motorists 
during major urban freeway reconstruction. 

Task Elements 

- a response form for feedback from staff and task force 
participants; 

collecting and utilizing feedback information as appropriate; 

an evaluation form and process: 

a narrative description of the two-year project: 

- a final report on the two-year project. 
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Task: Communication Project Management 

In addition to making certain that the overall communications 
program functions effectively and efficiently, this task also covers 
coordination of the Lodge reconstruction work north of I-75 with the 
Lodge work done in conjunction with expansion of Cobo Hall. 

Task Elements 

- maintaining Implementation Task Force activities during both 
the plan development and plan implementation phases. as well as the 
evaluation process at project's end: 

- producing and distributing the "Southeast Michigan 
Transportation Update• by which MDOT Director Pitz maintains a steady 
flow of information about the project to business. local government and 
community leaders in greater Detroit: 

supervising work done by sub-contractors for public relations 
and advertising support: 

- providing linkage between the reconstruction and Cobo Hall 
process and mechanisms to make certain the flow of information to the 
motorists is coordinated and effective: 

- participating in various MDOT technical committee meetings and 
activities to maintain a flow of information about those activities to 
the motorists. where appropriate, and to represent the motorist 
information needs in technical decision making. 

bjo 
#lds 
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Research 

Before the two-year construction program started, a telephone survey interview
ed 800 Lodge users, and asked their opinions about the Lodge and its reconstruc
tion project. The purpose of the survey was to aid in the development of the Lodge 
public relations program. 

The study was designed to learn the Lodge users' feelings about the necessity of 
the repairs and their reactions to the work. When asked if they felt the Lodge need
ed major reconstruction, 53% said it was absolutely necessary. However, over 50% 
surveyed said MDOT could not reduce inconveniences to drivers during the con
struction. Even when questioned about their potential driving habits during con
struction, there was a concern. Though 60% said "yes" to using surface streets 
more often and 48% said they would use other freeways, that left a considerable 
number of motorists who could conceivably use the Lodge during construction, 
and that would increase the possibility of traffic tie-ups. 

A second-year public opinion poll was conducted to measure the effectiveness of 
the first year's motorist information program and to measure the expectation level 
in the second year. A telephone survey showed that 88% of those interviewed ex
perienced little or no inconvenience during the first year. Some 4 7% of those 
surveyed recognized the Lodge• ability theme, a good success indicator after six 
months of communication about a new product. Finally, 83% of those polled were 
confident that the closures would present little or no problems to Lodge 
motorists-the sort of confidence that the plan was designed to generate. 
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''Mao>Jng Michigan Move" 

ICHI AN DEPART 
F TRANSP RTATI 

ENT 
N 

PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE ............... 
PHON Eo 517/373-2160- P.O. BOX 30050- LANSING, MICHIGAN 48909 

3-13S 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Regular users of the Lodge Freeway (US-10) in Detroit 

be 1 ieve that it is in very bad shape, support the planned 

reconstruction this summer and next and expect to be able to cor>e 

w1th the construction work. 

But they insist that they be kept informed about what: 1.s 

happening and when it is happening. And, despite publicity, 

about three out of five of them don't know about the project, 

which is set to begin in April. 

Those are the key conclusions of a public opinion survey of 

800 regular users of the freeway conducted early this year fc,c 

the Michigan Department of Transportation (MOOT). 

"We are pleased to learn that our rebuilding of the '>qinq 

Lodge Freeway is viewed as positively as the poll indicates,'' 

said MDOT Director James P. Pitz. 

"We have been able to design a reconstruction project ar1d " 

Motorist Information Plan that match what the drivers to.td u:c 

they wanted in the way of both freeway reconstruction and 

'coping' information," he said. 

A 7.8 mile stretch of the 30-year-old freeway w.ill be 

rebuilt over a two-year period as a "nearly $40 mill1on invest-

ment in metroplitan Detroit," Pitz said. In 1986, shoulders will 

be widened from I-75 in downtown Detroit north to Wyoming, along 
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with drainage and safety improvements. Work will begin on April 

12, with completion expected in September. In 1987, the pc~Vc'llJc>lll 

will be replaced and some interchanges will be modified for 

improved safety and drivability. 

A majority (53%) of those polled believe that the Lodge 

Freeway is in such poor condition and out-of-date that it 

requires a major overhaul to bring the freeway up to standards; 

Drivers polled tend to minimize the amount of inconvenience 

the repair work will cause them. Nearly half (48%) claim that 

the project will cause them no real inconvenience; another 41% 

feel they will experience a little inconvenience and only 10% 

anticipate a lot of inconvenience. 

Much of that feeling exists becaus~ drivers are adept at 

utilizing surface streets (60%) and other freeways (48%) during 

reconstruction. Only 8% suggest they will go places far less 

often while the freeway is being worked on. 

In addition, Lodge Freeway drivers appear to be quite 

flexible in their willingness to accept some delay caused by the 

construction. A majority (53%) are willing to accept delays of 

10 to 15 minutes or 15 to 30 minutes before they would stop going 

to places they normally reach by using the Lodge Freeway. 

Much of that adapability is dependent on having useful and 

timely information, the poll indicates. A total of 92% of those 

polled felt that construction begin and end date information 

would be very or somewhat useful to them while 81% want to know 
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about project status and progress and 91% want information about 

available alternate routes during construction. 

In fact, after the project is described, a large majority 

(82%) perceive the State to be doing everything possible to keep 

difficulties facing drivers to a minimum while the Lodge Freeway 

ls closed. 

Prior to the survey, only 61% of the respondents said they 

had heard about the planned reconstruction of the freeway. 

Thirty-five percent said they were aware of it. The findings 

indicate the motoring public's need to be kept well and regularly 

informed about the project in order to cope with it with minimum 

difficulty. 

More than 90% of those polled believe that freeways must be 

kept up-to-date both because it helps the state compete economi

cally with other states and because such freeways make a good 

impression on visitors. 

The public opinion poll was conducted for the Michigan 

Department of Transportation by Frank N. Magid Associates, Inc., 

of Iowa. 

### 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Lodge Opinion Poll conducted dur:ng November and 
December of 1986 had the following five o\erall objectives: 

e To determine user attitudes 
Lodge Freeway Reconstruction 
changes in driving patterns 

abouL the first year of the 
project, including any 

e To determine effectiveness of Motorist Information Program 
elements 

e To determine expected reactions to 
reconstruction project, including 
patterns during reconstruction 

the Year II (closing) 
anticipated behavior 

e To determine motorist needs 
project and sources of roadway 
Motorist Information Program 

for knowledge about the 
information for Year II's 

e To determine if the first year of the project has changed 
motorist attitudes toward the project 

This report summarizes the findings of the survey for each 
of these key objectives. 

METHODOLOGY 

Poll results are based on telephone i 1terviews with a 
representative sample of 800 Lodge Freeway users who live in 
Detroit and suburban areas most adjacent to the Lodge. The 
survey was conducted on evenings and weokends from November 15 
through December 10, 1987. 

The sample was selected using a random-digit-dialing (RDD) 
technique to insure inclusion of both listed and unlisted 
telephone numbers. The sample was drawn proportional to 
telephones in an area determined to be the residence of 72.6% of 
Lodge users. To define this area, CRW used 1980 tables obtained 
from SEMCOG showing the origin and destination of workers who use 
the Lodge Freeway on a daily basis in either direction at 
Wyoming. These data were given by SEMCOG area zones and grouped 
into larger geographically/community defined sectors. These 
areas, in turn, were translated into zip codes and telephone 
exchange areas for the purpose of defining the boundaries of the 
sampling area. The sampling area defined included all of 
Detroit, with the exception of exchange area 6 (Southwest 
Detroit, south of the Jefferies) and exchange area 2 (the far 
eastside). Suburban zip codes included in the sampling ares 
were: 48034 (Southfield), 48237 (Oak Park), 48220 (Ferndale), and 
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48075 and 48076 (Royal Oak). 
A replicate sampling system was used and each number in the 

sample received, at a minimum, 4 ca.llbacks until a final 
disposition was made. Overall, of the 2,175 working residential 
numbers in the sample, 961 non-eligible respondents were 
identified. These were households where there were no adults 
over 18 with driver's licenses, who had used the Lodge at least 4 
times within the previous 4 months. From the remaining 1,214 
numbers, 800 interviews were completed. The resulting response 
rate was 65.9%. 

The interviewing was supervised by CRW's facility manager, a 
study manager at the University of Michigan's Institute for 
Social Research. Verification, monitoring and editing of 
interviewer work was conducted throughout the Lodge polling. All 
interview data were coded, checked, transferred to data tape, and 
verified at the 100% level. 

Forty-nine percent (48.8%) of the respondents were male, 
51.2% were females. Other demographic characteristics for 
Detroit Lodge users and suburban users were representative of 
those populations. 
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OVERALL FINDINGS 

Objective I 
To determine user attitudes about the first year of the 

Lodge Freeway Reconstruction project, including any changes in 
driving patterns 

Conclusion 1: A majority of Lodge motorists say the Phase I 
construction caused them only ''A little'' 
inconvenience 

o 55% say it caused a little inconvenience 
e 33% say it caused no real inconvenience 
& 12% say it caused a lot of inconvenience 

Sub-conclusions: 

A. Persons using the Lodge to go to work report higher 
inconvenience levels than those using the Lodge to 
get to shopping areas or entertainment events 

B. Lodge users residing in the suburbs report experiencing 
more inconvenience than Lodge users residing in Detroit 

Conclusion 2: A majority of Lodge moto,·ists have a positive 
opinion of governmental ei'forts to minimize any 
disruption caused by the con3truction 

e 57.8% say governmental eff,Jrts have been 
excellent or good 

e 42.2% say efforts have been fair or poor 

Sub-conclusions: 

A. Suburban residents 
governmental efforts 
Detroit residents 

give a more 
to minimize 

positive rating of 
disruption than do 

e 71.4% of Suburban residents say efforts are 
excellent or good 

e 55.2% of Detroit residents say efforts are 
excellent or good 
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B. The majority of Lodge motorists rate efforts of the 
state government and contractors positively in several 
areas 

• 66. 1% say efforts are either excellent or good in 
providing warning signs .. 51.4% say efforts are either excellent or good in 
keeping lanes closed to a minimum 

• 76.4% say efforts are either excellent or good in 
doing the work in a safe manner .. 55.7% say efforts are either excellent or good in 
doing the work when traffic is not heavy 

Conclusion 3: A majority of Lodge motorists used the freeway as 
often during Phase ~ construction as they did 
before the project began. However, a sizable 
percent used the Lodge a lot less often 

e 54.1% used the Lodge as often 
o 23.6% used the Lodge somewhat less often 
o 19.4% used the Lodge a lot less often 
a 2.8% used the Lodge more often 

Sub-conclusions: 

A. People who use the Lodge to go to work were less likely 
to reduce their use of the Lodge during Phase I 
reconstruction than were those who use the Lodge to get 
to shopping areas or entertainment events 

o 61% of workers used the 
56.3% of shoppers, and 
entertainment events 

Lodge as often, compared with 
52.6% of motorists going to 

Conclusion 4: The Lodge repair project had little impact on 
drivers' destinations 

e Only 8.5% say they go some places less often 
now because of the construction project 

o 91.5% said they go to places just as often as 
before 
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Conclusion 5: Over three-fourths of Lodge users said they either 
frequently or sometimes: 1) use alternative 
freeways instead of using the Lodge (79.1%) 2) use 
surface streets instead of the Lodge (76.5%) 

Sub-conclusions: 

A. Suburban Lodge users have a more inelastic demand for 
the Lodge freeway as compared to Detroit Lodge users 

e Only 18.3% of Lodge users from Detroit say they never 
use alternative freeways instead of the Lodge 

--31.0% use alternative freeways frequently 
--50.8% use alternative freeways sometimes 

e In contrast, 32.4% of the suburban users said they 
never use alternative freeways 

--22.8% use alternative freeways frequently 
--44.9% use alternative freewnys sometimes 

~ 20.7% of Lodge users from Detroit say they never 
use surface streets instead of the Lodge 

--27.5% use surface streets frequently 
--51.8% use surface streets sometimes 

e 36.0% of suburban users said they never use 
surface streets 

--14.0% use surface streets frequently 
--50.0% use surface streets sometimes 
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Ob,jecti ve II 
To determine if the first year of the project has changed 

motorist attitudes toward the project 

Conclusion 6: Lodge motorists found that the repair project 
caused them somewhat more inconvenience than they 
had anticipated 

• In early 1986, 48% said the repair project IVOUld 
not make it very difficult to get around, while 
after Phase I reconstruction only one-third (33%) 
reported no real inconvenience 

• In early 1986, 10% reported 
a lot of inconvenience; 
reported experiencing a lot 

that they anticipated 
after Phase I, 12.2% 

of inconvenience 

Conclusion 7: More motorists 
surface streets 
was anticipated 

used alternative freeHays and 
during Phase I reconstruction than 

• Prior to the project, 48% indicated they would 
use alternative freeway.s more often; 79% 
reported after Phase I that they had used 
alternative freeways fr-equently or at lea.st 
sometimes 

e Prior to the project, 60% thought they would use 
surface streets more often; 77% actually reported 
doing so frequently or sometimes 
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Objective III 
To determine effectiveness of Motorist Information Program 

elements 

Conclusion 8: Motorists' ratings of information communication is 
positive 

e A majority (60.5%) say the Michigan State 
Government has done either an excellent or good 
job in informing them about the Lodge freeway 
repair project which began last April. Only 10.2% 
say this job done was poor. 

o A majority (57.6%) also say efforts in providing 
information on when repairs are taking place 
have been either excellent or good 

Sub-conclusions: 

A. When asked what they could have been better informed 
about, motorists reported: closed exits and/or 
entrances and the actual times and places the freeway 
wi 11 be closed 

Conclusion 9: Lodge motorists say they were informed through all 
the major media, but not through letters or flyers 

e Television (80.3% were inf0rmed) 
o Newspapers (70.7% were infurmed) 
e Radio (69.4% were informed) 
e Warning signs on the freew&y (69.1% were 

informed) 
e Word of mouth (53.0% were informed) 
e Letters or flyers (9.4% were informed) 

Conclusion 10 Awareness of specific aspects of the Lodge 
communication and assistance program varies 

e Two-thirds (67.3%) are not aware of the Hot 
Line 

e Most motorists (94.1%) are not aware of the 
free tow truck 

e 1'wo-thirds ( 69. 5%) ~ aware of the changeable 
message signs 

., More than four in ten (42.1%) are familiar with 
the term ''Lodgeability'' 

e A majority (62.5%) say they saw the T.V. 
announcements last Spring about the Lodge repair 
project 
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Objective IV 
To determine expected reactions to the Phase II (closing) 

reconstruction project, including anticipated behavior patterns 
during reconstruction 

Conclusion 11 Use of the Lodge will decrease during Phase II 
operations (i.e. when one side closes) 

e 34,6% say they will use the open side a lot less 
often than they currently do 

e 25.6% say they will use the open side somewhat 
less often than they currently do 

e 39.8% say they will use the open side as often 
as they do now 

Sub~conclusions: 

A. Suburban Lodge users resist moving away from the Lodge 
more than Detroit Lodge users 

e About half (49.3%) of suburbanites say they will use 
the open side as often as now 
--in contrast, less than four in ten (37.8%) 

Detroiters say they will u~e the open side 
as often as now 

o 29.7% of suburbanites say they will use the open side 
a lot less often 
--in contrast, 35.6% of Detroiters say they 

will use t~e open side a lot less often 

e 21.0% of suburbanites will use the open side 
somewhat less often 
--26.6% of Detroiters will use the open side 

somewhat less often 

B. Those using the Lodge for work resist moving away from 
the Lodge more than other users 

e Almost half (48%) of the workers say they will use 
the open side as often as now 
--in contrast, 40.6% of the shoppers say they will 

use the open side as often, and 41.1% of those 
using it for entertainment events 
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Conclusion 12 The Southfield and Jefferies will be the most often 
used alternative routes 

• Of the 39.8% of motorists who go to work on 
the Lodge, 56.9% will use the Southfield and 
Jefferies most often as alternative routes 

• Of the 48.0% of motorists who get to shopping 
areas via the Lodge, 63.0% will use the 
Southfield and Jefferies most often as 
alternative routes 

e Of the 65.3% of 
entertainment events 
use the Southfield 
alternative routes 

motorists who get to 
via the Lodge, 62.5% will 

and Jefferies most often as 

Conclusion 13 While the Lodge is closed in one direction next 
year, shopping at places off the Lodge may 
decrease significantly while attendance to 
downtown Detroit events will decrease only 
somewhat 

• 34.6% of those who use the Lodge for shopping 
report that they will shop at places off the 
Lodge less often; howeveF, only 15.9% of those 
using the Lodge for entertainment events report 
that they will go to these downtown Detroit 
events less often 

Conclusion 14 Lodge motorists like the idea of an express bus 
service from the Southfield area to Detroit 

• 70.2% say they would consider using such a 
service 

Conclusion 15 Only slightly more inconvenience is anticipated by 
Lodge motorists during reconstruction next year 
than was experienced last year 

• 49.4% say Phase II will cause a little 
inconvenience 

• 33.4% say it will cause no real inconvenience 
• 17.2% say it will cause a lot of inconvenience 
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Sub-conclusions: 

A. Workers anticipate the most inconvenience 

e 31.6% of workers report that it will cause a lot of 
inconvenience, compared with 18.5% of shoppers and 
19.7% of those who travel the Lodge to entertainment 
events 

B. Suburban users anticipate more 
Detroit users 

inconvenience than 

e 23.7% of suburban users, 
Detroit users say Phase II 
a lot of inconvenience 

as compared with 15.9% of 
reconstruction will cause 

Objective V 
To determine motorist 

and sources of roadway 
Information Program 

needs for knowlEdge about the project 
information fo• Phase ll's Motorist 

Conclusion 16 Lodge motorists are not aware of plans for 
Phase II reconstruction 

e Eight out of ten (80.6%) say they have not heard 
about the upcoming construction 

e Only two out of ten (19.4%) say they have heard 
about the upcoming construction 

Sub-conclusions: 

A. There is no difference in the awareness levels of 
suburban and Detroit users 

Conclusion 17 Lodge motorists are divided in the ways 
most prefer to get information about 
Freeway repair project 

e 34.9% say television 
e 29.3% say radio traffic reports 
e 23.1% say newspapers 
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Sub-conclusions: 

A. Detroiters most prefer to hear about the repairs on 
T.V. 

e 37% of Detroiters as 
suburbanites prefer T.V. 

compared with 25% of 

B. Similar percentages of Detroiters and suburbanites 
favor radio (29% vs. 30%) 

C. A slightly higher percentage of suburbanites prefer 
hearing through newspapers (26.5% vs. 22.4%) 

Special Issue -- Litter Cleanup 

e 30.3% of Lodge motorists rate the job being done on litter 
cleanup in the Detroit area as excellent or good; 35% rate 
it as poor 

e A majority (58.3%) say more dollars should be spent on 
litter pickup in the Detroit area 

e Of these, three-fourths 
to pay for increased 
motorists) 

(74.2%) say they 
litter pickup 

would be willing 
(43.2% of Lodge 

e Detroit Lodge users are more likely to want more dollars 
spent on litter pickup (60% of Detroit Lodge motorists 
vs. 50.4% of suburban Lodge motorisls) 
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Media Relations 
Good relations with the media were extremely important. Continual "hard 

news" coverage would be required to keep motorists informed of regular construc
tion activity. Reporters were given information immediately. Radio and television 
traffic reporters were given special consideration and often were updated more than 
once in a day, allowing them to give their viewers and listeners the latest informa
tion. 

Michigan's top-rated AM radio station, WJR, adopted the Lodge as a special pro
motion during the middle of the construction project. The station offered our 
brochures to the listeners, and more than 1,000 were mailed by the station. The 
news department and traffic helicopter reporters covered the Lodge project as an 
almost-daily news story. 
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11111 lodge Freeway 
11111 Re-Construction 

Contacts: Project Information: Brenda Peek-Redhead (313) 569-3993 
Public Information: Donn Shelton (313) 961-4266 
MDOT Information: Tom Shawver (517) 373-2160 

For Immediate Release 

May 22, 1985 

State Transportation Director James P. Pitz today laid out a new plan 

for reconstruction of 7.8 miles of the John C. Lodge (US-10) Freeway in 

Detroit. 
It will cut the total time of traffic disruption nearly in half, he 

said, and should be several million dollars less costly than the plan that 

was rejected in February because the low bid was more than 30 percent over 

estimates. 
The work still will be done in a two-year time frame -- from mid-April 

to late September in 1986 and early November in 1987. But the freeway will 

be closed to traffic only in 1987 and only in one direction at a time. 

The project area extends from I-75 (Chrysler) Freeway north to Wyoming 

Avenue. 
The northbound lanes will be shut in 1987 for about three months while 

the concrete pavement is totally replaced and the southbound lanes will be 

closed for the same length of time. 

"This will consolidate all the traffic disruption into one construction 

season, instead of extending it over two seasons as was originally planned," 

Pitz said. "The total time of closure for both directions now will be about 

six months instead of ten. 

"The end result will be a modern, completely rebuilt freeway with 

improved safety features and drainage and attractive landscaping. It will be 

built to serve the Detroit metropolitan area for 30 years and more." 

The savings in time and money will be achieved mainly by revision of the 

construction procedures by the Michigan Department of Transportation (MOOT). 

"It's our belief that the original plan required the contractor to do 

too much in too little space in too little time,'' Pitz said. "There appeared 

to be doubt that the work could be completed on schedule, and that was 

reflected in the amount of the bids." 
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The current estimate of the cost is $39 million -- nearly $14 million 

for the 1986 work and a little more than $25 million in 1987. The low bid 

last January for half of the job was $21.4 million. 
The 1986 schedule calls for the contractor to extend and upgrade the 

drainage system, widen the shoulders to 12 feet and build a safety wall 

along the outside edge of the shoulders. 

All freeway lanes will be kept open to traffic during the morning and 

evening rush hours. Only one lane will be closed for construction at other 
times and it will remain open along stretches where construction is not 

taking place. 
The schedule will require the contractor to work seven days a week from 

7 a.m. to 9 p.m., but work can be halted for special public events such as 

the Grand Prix auto race in downtown Detroit. 
The 1987 schedule calls for the freeway pavement to be removed and 

replaced. 

Work will begin on the northbound (outbound from downtown Detroit) 

lanes, which will be closed in mid-April and reopened before the end of 

July. 

The official detour will be along l-96 (Jeffries) and M-39 (Southfield) 

freeways, but motorists also will be encouraged to use other freeway and 

surface routes, where traffic signals will be retimed to improve traffic 

flow. 

After the northbound lanes are rebuilt, the entire freeway will be 

opened for two weeks while the contractor readies his equipment for work on 

the southbound lanes and traffic signals are changed to favor southbound 

traffic. Then the southbound lanes will be closed for reconstruction. 

The entire project should be completed in early November. Pitz said the 

new plan was developed with the aim of minimizing traffic disruption, 
considering the extent of the work to be done. 

in 

He and other state transportation 

the project development, have 
officials, as well as others involved 

met with government leaders and 

representatives of business organizations and area institutions in efforts 
to devise the best plan possible. 

Pitz said the transportation department and others also willwork with 

community and neighborhood groups to minimize inconvenience for residents of 

the Lodge corridor. He has appointed Walter Washington, an MOOT employee, as 
ombudsman on the project to deal with neighborhood and community concerns 
and problems. 
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During the 1987 construction season, special busing and ride-sharing 
programs will be set up in cooperation with the Southeastern Michigan 

Transportation Authority (SEMTA) and the Southeast Michigan Council of 

Governments (SEMCOG). 
"We feel the new timetable for Lodge freeway construction represents as 

little inconvenience for motorists as possible,'' Pitz said. ''It also 
reflects our very deep concern for the many restaurant operators, retail 

merchants and those who stage special events who depend on public traffic. 
We recognize the importance of limiting the freeway closing periods and of 
widely publicizing alternate routes to keep traffic flowing throughout the 

reconstruction period." 
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11111 Lodge Freeway 
11111 Re-Construction 

Contact&: Project Information: Brenda Peek-Redhead (313) 569-3993 
Public Information: Donn Shelton (313) 961-4266 
MOOT Information: Tom Shawver (517) 373-2160 

3-6S 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE March 9, 1987 

The Michigan Department of Transportation (MOOT) will be "ready to go" 

Apri 1 11 on the second and fi na 1 phase of the John C. Lodge Freeway 

reconstruction, State Transpm·tation Director James P. Pitz said today. 

"The toughest part of the project is about to begin, and it will require 

us to close the freeway one direction at a time between Cobo Hall and Seven 

Mile Road,'' Pitz said. 

"We are p 1 anni ng for a repeat performance in our effort to mini ni ze 

inconvenience to motorists,'' he said, adding: 

"Our Lodge-abi 1 ity motorist information program worked extremely well 

last year. We had great cooperation from the news media and the city, from 

neighborhood residents, institutions and businesses affected by the project, 

from the various traffic reporting services and from everybody else, 

inc 1 udi ng the motorists who use the freeway. That's what it will take to make 

the 1987 wo1·k program just as successful." 

The northbound 1 anes of the freeway wi 11 be c 1 osed Saturday, Apri 1 11, 

from Cabo Ha 11 north to Seven Mi 1 e Road. The pavement on a 11 three 1 anes 

wi 11 be moved and rep 1 aced by the contractors on the $40.89 million project 

-- Denton Construction Co. of Grosse Pte. Woods and Midwest Bridge Co. of 

Williamston. Other work will range from replacement of sewers and improved 

under-drainage to pavement patching north of the main project to Eight Mile 

Road. 

The new northbound lanes are scheduled to open in late July. The 

southbound lanes will close several days later and reopen in early November. 

"Completion of the project will give Metropolitan Detroit the equivalent 

of a modern new freeway, with all new pavement having a service 1 i fe of 35 

years," Pitz said. 

Four detour routes on both freeways and major surface streets are 

recommended for northbound motorists during the first half of the project, 

and for southbound drivers in the latter half. 
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One route follows the Jeffries and Southfield freeways. Other alternate 

routes will be Grand River Avenue to Southfield Freeway, Woodward Avenue to 
westbound Eight Mile Road and 1-75 to westbound Eight Mile Road. 

Traffic lights on Woodward Avenue and Grand River Avenue will be 
re-timed to favor northbound traffic and later southbound traffic. 

The Detroit Po 1 ice Department will pro vi de extra traffic centro 1 s at 
surface street intersections on alternate routes and from the air. Tow 
trucks will patrol the alternate routes during peak hours to provide the 
same free towing service for di sab 1 ed vehicles that was provided in the 
project area last year. 

MOOT will provide special express service on Greyhound buses throughout 
the construction period from parking areas established at the National Guard 

Art i 11 ery Armory, Eight Mil e. near Greenfi e 1 d, and at Lahser and 11 Mile 
Road. SEMTA and the Detroit Department of Transportation are expanding their 
regular 1 i ne-haul services and ride-sharing programs are being beefed up. 

All the services will be widely advertised. 
### 

63-82-A-1 
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11 lodge Freeway 
11 Re-Construction 

Contacts: Project Information: Brenda Peek-Redhead (313) 569-3993 
Public Information: Donn Shelton (313) 961-4266 
MOOT Information: Tom Shawver (517) 373-2160 

10-75 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE October 7, 1987 

The southbound John C. Lodge Freeway will be opened to traffic Oct. 14 

(Wednesday), several weeks ahead of schedule, State Transportation Director 

James P. Pitz announced today. 

The opening will complete a two-year project to rebuild 8.7 miles of the 

freeway from 1-75 north through the heart of Detroit to Meyers Road. 

Gov. James J. Blanchard will attend the opening ceremonies, set for 1:30 

p.m. 

"Everything has gone well on this project from start to finish," Pi tz 

said. "The weather was with us and the contractor -- Denton/Midwest -

worked seven days a week to get the job done.'' 

"This is a team victory for everyone involved," he said. "That includes 

the contractors, the work force of the Michigan Department of 

Transportation, the news media and other information outlets who kept 

everyone informed and, of course, the freeway users who cooperated so we 11 

in using the alternate routes that were available to them." 

Replacement of the pavement in the aged freeway -- some of it 35 years 

old -- began with the shutdown of the northbound lanes on April 11. 

Northbound traffic was restored on July 16, more than a week ahead of 

schedule, and the southbound lanes were closed the following day. 

The new pavement is expected to last for 35 years. 

A clause in the contract provides for Denton/Midwest to collect a 

$30,000-a-day incentive for every day the job is finished ahead of schedule. 

There is also a $30,000 penalty for every day the job is late. 

The contract calls for a Nov. 4 completion date and penalties starting 
Nov. 11 . 

Pitz noted that most of the incentive money was spent for overtime work 

and equipment rentals required to complete the job ahead of schedule. 
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The $56 million project began in the spring of 1986. The first year's 

work included widening of shoulders, construction of four-foot safety walls 

on the outside edge of the shoulders, extending and upgrading the drainage 

system, cleaning and inspecting storm sewers and some bridge and ramp work. 

Traffic was maintained through the construction areas at all times. 

Besides pavement rep 1 acement, work this year inc 1 uded p 1 a cement of a 

bridge deck at the Davison interchange and completion of other improvements 

at both the Davison and Livernois interchanges. Cross-line sewers were 

replaced and improvements made in the underdrainage. 

Freeway lighting was rehabilitated at a number of locations to improve 

safety. Ramps were widened and pavement replaced at Forest and Milwaukee and 

work was done on the existing SCANDI e 1 ectroni c traffic surveillance and 

control system to improve traffic flow. 

The project area will be landscaped next year under a separate contract. 

Federal highway funds are paying 77 percent of the project cost. The 

state will pay 20.5 percent and the city of Detroit 2.5 percent. 

### 

50-63-82-A-1-B-1-C-1 
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Newspaper Advertisements 
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Newspaper Advertisements 
The use of paid newspaper advertisements was one of the most innovative aspects 

of the Lodge Motorist Information Plan. 
A full-page ad in the Detroit Free Press, Detroit News and Michigan Chronicle 

announced the program before construction began. In the second year, a four-page 
insert was placed in the two Detroit newspapers, the Sunday before the second 
phase of construction started. The insert announced the closing of the northbound 
Lodge and provided information about alternate routes. 

A special insert was also developed for the Motor-Lodge, the express bus service 
available during the second year of reconstruction. The insert was placed in subur
ban newspapers. 
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alltoii(H·ytlllf I lip :<l<>rfn>llith>ll'lll<•ll'll 

Th,.~t· "huiiJ·tin~" will ht• otl':libhl,· 
l'l'l'f\' singkda1• I hi' Lt"l.g,·b 

tllld<'l'<"<>ll">lrtl,·tit>ll. nnd th<'l' 
willlw lll'·lu dalt· 

Jlttt 1\'lth .liHtlt'a<h-,IIKt' 
j{lllllill~tlll \'t>lll')'dr!, 

;n1,1 :llittl,·:l,h,ul<'<' 
•nf(>nnati<>ll ••n <>til 

J'olrl. \<lldl ,,ill he· .~hlc'll> 
<'111<'1' rh,·ltlt'.il., :md 11111'<'11111,. 

( Or,Hi!ll'ri\ ;ill< I ( lrc·c·kt<\1\'11. :Ill< I 
"''ll<'<'l'h '"1d n•Jnf<H't'''ltlic·l \·m,il 
~1,•tr•'l'''litan arc·, I 

Th;~,·, II' hat II'<' ,·,ill Ll )[ 1( II:'· 
J\1\I!Jl_~ ·. An, I i1 :, :111 ill II'' on:lnt 1hi11g 
l<>r all ,,J tl' '''han· """"''·' 
t_IIHiiTh<:Nl'll' l.<lllgc· (~(...... . ).) 
hl't'\\11\' 1' hnl'. ~:;.::::;;0-i"/ 

PAVING 1HE WAY TO 1HE FUTURE. 
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HE NEW 
LODGE 
PROJECT. 

Since April 12, 
thanks to the coopera
tion of Detroit's 
motorists (and a litrle 
LODC~E • ABILIT,· I. 
~·,mstruction on tlw 
north hound Lodgr· Free
way h;ls been procl'cding 
\'cry smoothly-· rw pun 
intended. 

Now it's time fur SOUTH • 
ABILITY Because on Saturd 
tvby 17, tht· same ki.nd of 

~~-+--""=""'·!~~-~~~--~ \fl-f-~....,.-4 • "0 0
" J .11dgt' n ll1.~trU(Iitlll 

:\!tt·rnart· f<llllt'~ 

construction begin,, on the *The abili•ty to get .t.L~~OUgh41 southbound Lodgt Freeway. UID " 
And you should lx aware of it OVer and around ilie 

• so that you 'II be able· to put 

·. ·Y''ur LoDGE· As;uTY to new construction on the 
good usc the next rime you southboun· d.Lodge F'~~"jQI;e'i'«lll1"J''V~ 
head downtown. 1.. '-' · vv U 1"' 

But don't worry. because fj~~;:;::;=:~::;;;;--;--:--~----T~_:~--;-~-;--~-::__-l 
just as we're doing \l'ith JIII."'Bc·A., o•'c""' during the tth•rrting hy c;tlling rill' 2.f.h,Hrr Ludg,·-
thc northbound lam·s. ··rush )'t'ri<>tL allthrt'L' Line <ll 'll-LOlXIE. 
constructiun on tht rl:.4!~~~~~ 'stlltthhouttl! i;ll1L'S uf Th;rt's wh;rt SOl TH· 
suuthhound Lodge is the Lo,]g,· h"L'L'\\'11\' ABILITY i, ;r]l ahout. .-\rtd likl' 
pbnncd so that it between Wyuming ;md LODC iE• ABILITY, that',; 
will ClUSL' motoristo l-7~ will he "l'L'tltu wh;rt'll .~t·t you through, t1\'L'r 
as little incorwc- ;tcn,nmmdatt' tlw and <lruund tlw cunstruction 
iliencc as possible. hcm·v tluw of tr11ffic. 011 The New L 'd.~,· ht't'\\'il)'. 
' As we did on the Hut, ju~r in C<lSl'. yuu 
the northbound Ltdge, shoulc!;tlso rL'Jllt'l11lwr to 
all thrt'C southbouLJ lane,; select, ;md he rc·;tdy to us,·, ;uw 
will here-striped fm high :lltnn;llc routes th:rt can gL't 
l'isihility during regular hours. you where you're guing just :1s 
During construction hours. e:1sily <10' the sourhhuund Ludg,·. 
the right-hand Lmc ;md Plus, \Oll sh,,ukl ;tlso he· :t\\'iln' 
shoukkr will he hit ;,led off of n 1llstructic 111 i 11fom1;1t il1tl 
fc >r fl'I1L lViltic lll. )'<lSSL'lj l 111 tim >Ugh till' 11t'\\'S-

f\ct\ll'lllher, how,·vcr. that p<l)lL'J', ft•lc·\·isit1Jl :r11d L1tlit>, ''r 

SMAY17. 
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H lwto get around the 
Northbound utdovvn. 

I.H;!!T .\\ILL 

Detroit 

Ill 1!11 Ill Lodge Conwruction 

[.(>; ;wd ,.,, .\.file 

l-y~P:"F::,!\~f5·W H 'oodu-nn! 

Grand Rin•r 

L ____ ! /.96 .1nd SomhHdd 

COLOR CODED ROUTES- The four alternate routes are color 
coded on this map and in the special Lodge ·Ability 187 brochure. The actual 

detour signs on all four routes 'viii he ~.·oiorcoded to correspond. 



The Northbound is closing~ The Southbound is open~ 

But ~t;Htlnl-! next S:~rurd:1y, dw :\c>nh
hound Lod!!c \\·ill clo~e h1r construction. ldi 
ht.> iike it',; ~clt e\·en there to driw·. 

So the tim<.:' to ~t<lrt thinking about <tlto>r
nare route~ b noH·. 

Thar's what Lodge.Ability '87 is all 
about. Oerring ready for the final round of 
the cnnstrJJCtion we'H· a!l been waiting for on 
th<.' Lodf!l' Freewav. 

lr's nor a rninof patch job. This isn't a 
~rn;11l fix. Thi~ is the final phase of rt total 
tL'nm·nriun thm will transform the Lodge inw 
a new. ~t;'lt<"-of-rhe-art free\vay. 

WE'RE CLOSING 
ONE SIDE AT 
A TIME. 

The Northbound Shutdown will close 
the Lodge for construction from 
Woodw<trd & Griswold to the Seven 
Mile Road entrance. It won't re-open 
until hne July. 

So if you're a ~orrhbound Lodge 
dri\·er, vou '11 nt;>ed to find an <liter
nate roUte. Bee<~ use the Northbound """' _..__, 
will be complwl] closed. 

\\'hile it i~.the Southbound 
bnes will stay open. Completely 
opl'O and dri\·ahle for 
Southbound traffic only. 

Work on 
L,>dge stnns in l 
will continue · 
All thnr time. 
0:'tmhhound \\"ill he \\"ide open 
for traffic g,Hng north 

So, one ~ide' of the Lodge will <~lW<ll'~ hL' 
oren during the project. But ~ince thm also 
me<1ns one ~idt:' will he closcJ.let's t<llk <lh,,ut 
some othL't\1'<1';"~ togetyou where you 'rc ll<lin[l. 

Yuu'H finJ hr.,chure~. h"t',ir.L·~ ,mJ Lt>ntin
LHlU~ n"ll'di;l llf~d,\!L'~ tll hc•Jr L"<l~<." \"\Ill 

through the ~ummcr'~ dri1·in~ WHAT ARE YOUR 
ALTERNATIVES? 
TIIEREARE FOUR. Out on thL' TP<tcl. thc•rc'l! hL· ,\ ~pcc-i:tl 

---""'""'"'~ pack.1gL' of ~en· icc~ fur Llri1·cr~ during Sure. tlw 0:l'rthh,lun~i Lu,lg-e i~ ell 1~in.s.: 
But d<JI\'lltllll'll i~ ,ldinitdy wid,_• 
oren for hu~inL'SS. 

And dril'ing in and out of 
Detroit f0r hu~in6S app0int
ments, shopping, dining and 
dancing can still be a bree:e. 

Ju~t u~e nnL' of the four 
<tlternat<.: :\'t>rthhound m~rd 
routes. You'll finJ the1:rc 
fast and direct, iust lih· the 
old Lodge. 

They're c>utlincci c1n rhc back 
of this brochure. To ger \'tlursclf 

~llme insr<l!1t L~,Jgt:'·Ahility. 
\\"<.' suggc•st you wkc <1 tc·~t drin•. 

ju~t loc;nc the <tltern<ttl' 
route th<tr's be~t suit<.:"d for 

I'L'U. TrY it uut once ur twiLL' 

hA,,rL' the <tCtual i\'onhhuurhl 
clu~ing. Yuu'll find it wuld 
put you ahead of the rack 

!LL'Xt \\'L'l'k. 

FULL 
COURSE IN 
WDGE·ABILITI: 

Ait<.'rrt~HL' wutL'' Me gu(\d f<>r ~r;nTL'r' 
Bw it'~ s.:uin!.; t<> r.rkc ;l cnmpktL· tmr>

P''rt<rtion J~n,~r~tm l<' m.tkc L,J~c·•Abrilt\' 
~~ L<'l11<.' ,,ff ~n·"'''thh 

Th<tt'~ 11 h1·. f,,:· riw L"ds.:<.' Pn•kct. rhl· 

Th~· l''orthbound 
do.•eH April lith. 
The Southbound 
i.•..rillopen. 

\(icitt~.ln Dcp<lrti11L'i1t ,,t'Tr,tllv 
J~c•rt:ni,Jn h:1~ J'llt l<>).!c'thLT the· 
111<'-''t cr•mprch,·n~il·c• inf,,rrn:l
ti\>11 l'r<l!-!r:tm L'H'r :b->c·mhkcl 
<~~ ,1 ~<:r\'lcc' tr,rn,,t,•rbr--, 

th<.' LuLlgL' 11\1rk. Sci-L'l"<ll th<H 

The Shutdown 
won't .Hop yoUr 
fun downtoK·n. 

hm·e nel'l'r hcen u~eJ before the 
Lt,dc:c•Ahilin· c;mjpnign. 

ThL-re'll h<.' ,;pcci;t] 
L'X~~rcs,; scrYi.:c in dwrtL'fl'Ll 
Grcl"iJounLl huscs. 
Exp-anded RideSharing 
opc'rnti(>ns. And ru,;h-hour 
tlill' truck ;t,;sist<liKL' 
on the ;t]tL'rn;uc frcc\l'l1\' 
ruUtL'S tll help rcdUCL' , 
rr;tffic tk-u;:-s. 

lr'~ ,til dc•.<is.:ncd w 
ctkL• sumc u{ tile L'clge 
off the m<td 1\·ork. And 
to he]p Sr'L'L'Lj )\\U llll 

THIS ISA 
CONCRETE 
IMPROVEMENT. 

For )('\ yc~trs 11(1\\', the Lodge hn,; heL'n one 
t,f t!w hu~iL·~t thl'TUUl!hf;tr<.'" in .mel t1Ut t'f 
the cit\'. And the· onl1· I\', I\' t<l rc'j'',lir --,uch <1 

]w:n·ily tr:n·c·kd frL't.'l\',1\'. ll'itht>ut cl\'~ing 
it du\\'n, i~ tn r;uch it. :\n,l p;rtch it ~,,me' 
more. t\nJ we kntl\Y th:u·~ 111ll L'l1t•ugh. 

:\ow. rlw rim<.· h;h ~-<>111L' {,,r :1 ttlt<tl 
tr;m~form:niun. BPth ,j,k~ ,,{the' 
Lodge ;\Tc' gl1in_c: t11 h,• (l11\1!'ktc•k 
n.-huilt. Ancl th<H·_, iu~t t;,r ~r.tncr~ 

Tlw new Ll•Lke ;, ,\]..,,, c:c·n:n~ 
\\'ickr ~hl'uidcrs. Rc•hL:ilt hr;,ls.:c·~- lmpr,n·c'cl 
~:lt'cty hotrric•r<. En•n il hcnvr clr;tin;tgc ~~·~tern. 

It'~ getting :1 (;Kclift. 
];tnd-<.Jf'tnl! \'l'c1!.;r:<rn 

~,, r-,,,t ,,nh· ll'illrh,·r-:c'\ .!::c· rdv 
hvrra but the ll'hu!.: L-c~>-:~ · -rrr,L>r 1\t)l 
1, h 1~ ;,_.;tc'f, tl 111. 

Yc1:t--,,•,•, rhi_, j,n·t iu': ..,::~-:j<c· .. T\,,\L{ \\'<'rk" 
It·~ ,! ,·, >:;, l'ktc· tr<l n,{, '1'1'1.1ti, ·-:1 , •f t lw Lucl:::c· 
inC<' ,l 'LH<:-c1f·thc-:trr url,,,\J'. i~,-,.\1-,\\' . ..-\nJ 
it·, ,di !_!,>rng tu rn:tkv clr:\ ::1..: c':l rlw LuckL' 
:1 rk,J•:JrL' ;J).!ilin 

T AKE YOUR 
LODGE·ABILllY 
ON THE ROAD. 

LL·t·~ i,rcc it. Any m;tj,>r his.:inl'.ll- Cl'll~trunrun 
i~ ).!c1il1S.: ttl L<llbl' ~lltrlL' i:h'<'l11-c'rll<.'l1Cl' :-\t1cl 
ThL• L•ch!L' Pr,\icLt i--, nc> ,;~t-l-L'l'c't1t 

A.ftL'r ,til. 12l'.ll(\,' c.rr, ::n,i trucb ,lril·<: 
tlw Llch.:L' L'I'L'f\' cbl'. Th.1: ::~.<-.:c'' 
Ld\!c'•:-\hi]itl' ·~7 the· bt:..'i..!L'~t ,\Lite> l.'I'L'nt in 

the hi,ton· ,,f Dcrr,>it. .-\nclpc•rh<lP~ 
~:;;~ .... .;;q;;.....;_ t!w m,"; ,:, 1\ll)' 1 ex . 

But th,n .. l,>v~n·r me;tn it h;b 
ttl he· ((lUC:h c>\1 1\ll\. \\'ith 

~l 1 ll1l' .hh-.m.:,· rLlnnin)';, 
:tnLl,•ur i1.1nJ1 m;tp ;tn~l 

:tlt,•rrt.Hc' r,•utc' ~ign~ !<' 

gll iJc \'~ '~!. \'ll'cl·~l.,;ri]\ h.c' ;I h'[,, 
[ll_i.!l't \I'T1c'r<.' l'l'Ll T<.' ).!t\111!.! 

If \'<'ll t'u~ .. : 1·, •u th'c'cl U)~-r, 1-
tlW-tr:lllL:[c' lnf,,rrndti,>n tl' 
lwlj' 1'<1LI .dc'll!.!. :u,t c:tl] d1,• 

L,,,f..:'-·-Ltl1c' ,n cl;_LODGE.It·~ 
<1 2+h,,u:· tL·!cTh,•rw <<:n·ic,· 

<'11 the· :.Ht''~ ,·,;r>tr~iL!lclll ~tn-1 
tr,~tfk ,-,,t• . ..l·. ·.,•:1.-

That'll h~·J;' ;.__.,T \<'ll c"lll'T<.'lll 

( !:1 tlw m, •1, .-\:o.: , ur ,,t ;t J,\111 

'87 

Th.t,-, L·,~c:v·.-\hilit\'. tel:'-/ 
,11·k. At:.: 1:.., :1tllll'''n<lnt 
rhine: t·,,: ,1·:: ,,; ;1~ !'' h:l\'c' 
until TLc· \:;<.1 [_,,,h:v 





Sit back, relax and read a paper. 
> e're driving you to work 

on the Motor-Lodge. 
Let's face it. The easiest way to 

get around the construction on the Lodge, 
is to not drive the Lodge at all. 

That's why we're inviting you to join the 
Motor· Lodge. It's a fleet of plush Greyhound 

busses that'll speed you to and from 
downtown while the construction's going on. 

St:rrting Arril 6th, the busses will leave from 
two sites- II Mile & Lahser and The 

111111111111 Artillery Armory rtt 

'! Mll.E 

s ~IILE 

8 Mile and Greenfield. 

Each Motor· Lodge 
location will rrovide 

schedule informmion 
and tickets. And these 

facilities will he 
oren weekdays from 
6 AM to 10 AM and 
3:30 PM to 6:10 PM. 
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The busses provide non
stop trips to three areas: 
The New Center, The 
University Medical Center 
and Downtown Detroit. 
And every trip includes a 
free newspaper. 

The Motor• Lodge only 
costs $2.00 a day. Com
pare thm to the price 
of gas and parking if 
you drove yourself, A complimenta•-y 

and you can sec \.vhat morning paper. 

a great deal the Motor • Lodge is. 

So instead of battling the construction 
on the Lodge, heat it by riding the Motor • 
Lodge to wurk. Stop by one of the dcp:murc 
locations or calllJ6 )-4BUS for all the facts. 
And blVc the driving for us. 



SECTlONG 
Speakers Bureau 
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Speakers Bureau 
A speakers bureau was established and a slide presentation developed for two pur-
poses: 

I) to provide general information to people in target community 
organization along the Lodge Freeway 

2) to train "public contact people" 
Public contact people were waiters/waitresses, telephone operators, box office 

personnel and others who might be asked about traffic conditions in Detroit. After 
initial training, public contact personnel could inform others about the Lodge con
struction and alternate route information. Each one received a large"[ know about 
Lodge• ability" button, to identify them to motorists who needed information. 

The slide presentation also was available for members of the Task Force to use 
with their organizations. 

T oral Presentations: 
12 presentations to about 600 people in community groups 
17 briefings for 550 public contact people and supervisors 
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1986 Lodge Slide Presentation 

(Year 1) 
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--- ~-~--- --- ----- -- -- -- -------------------------. -~-------~-----~--~-- ~------~------~~----~-------------------~---------------~-----~--------[A 

1986 Slide Presentation 

SLIDE 

1. BAD PAVEMENT 

2. BAD PAVEMENT MONTAGE 

3. DAVISON Ll NE UP 

4. 25/30 YEARS 

5. OPTIONS 

THE JOHN LODGE FREEWAY IS 
DETERIORATING BADLY. 

!T HAS REACHED A POINT WHERE PATCHING 
SEAMS AND POTHOLES WILL SIMPLY NOT 
SUFFICE IN MAINTAINING AN ACCEPTABLE 
SURFACE, 

lN ADDITION, SOME SAFETY PROBLEMS HAVE 
DEVELOPED AT TWO OF THE INTERSECTIONS, 

LIFE EXPECTANCY OF AN URBAN FREEWAY 
SURFACE IS APPROXIMATELY 25 YEARS, 
MoST OF THE LODGE FREEWAY IS 30 YEARS 
OLD, WELL BEYOND ITS NORMAL LIFE 
EXPECTANCY. 

lN CONTEMPLATING CORRECTION OF THOSE 
PROBLEMS, THERE ARE BOTH LONG-TERM AND 
SHORT-TERM OPT! ONS, [ N THE SHORT-TERM, 

IT IS POSSIBLE TO PUT A TEMPORARY 

PATCH ON FREEWAY SURFACES - MUCH LIKE 
WHAT WAS DONE ON THE FORD FREEWAY THIS 
PAST SUMMER. SUCH SHORT-TERM SOLUTION 
LASTS NO MORE THAN 5 YEARS, lN THE 
LONG-TERM, THIS COMPLETE 
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE FREEWAY SURFACE 
WILL PRODUCE ANOTHER 30-35 YEARS OF 
USEFUL LIFE, 
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6, RECONSTRUCTION 
ELEMENT_S 

7. BEFORE/AFTER ART 

8. FULL ART VERSION 

THERE ARE 4 ELEMENTS TO THE PROPOSED 
LODGE RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT. FIRST IS 

RECONSTRUCTING THE SURFACE - IN THIS 
CASE, USING AN INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUE IN 
WHICH THE BROKEN CONCRETE IS GROUND UP 
AND REUSED FOR THE NEW SURFACE, AT 
CONSIDERABLE SAVINGS, 

SECONDLY, THERE ARE SAFETY 
RECONFIGURATIONS PLANNED, 

THIRD, IMPROVEMENTS IN THE DRAINAGE 
WILL BE MADE, IN ORDER TO ALLEVIATE 

SOME OF THE LOCALIZED FLOODING 
PROBLEMS WHICH HIT THE LODGE 

PERIODICALLY, 

FINALLY, SIGNIFICANT 
LANDSCAPING AND BEAUTIFICATION WORK 
WILL BE DONE, 

HERE IS A CROSS SECTION VIEW OF THE 
PROJECT,,, .AT BOTTOM, AN EXJSTING 
SECTION OF THE 30-YEAR-OLD FREEWAY,, 
,,,AT THE TOP, AN ARTIST'S RENDERING 
OF HOW THAT SECTION OF THE COMPLETED 
FREEWAY WILL COMPARE, (PAUSE) 

LOOKING CLOSER AT THE FUTURE VIEW, 
NOTICE, OF COURSE, THE ALL NEW 
PAVEMENT. ALSO, NOTICE - AT THE 
RIGHT - THE WIDER, FLATTER SHOULDER, 
ALONG WITH THE NEW SAFETY BARRIER 
TREATMENT AND THE LANDSCAPING 
(PAUSE), 
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9. SAFETY BARRIER 

10. OLD DRAINS 

11. LANDSCAPING 

12. FULL ART RENDERING 

THE CONCRETE SAFETY BARRIER ALREADY IN 
PLACE AT THIS LOCATION WILL BE USED 
THE FULL LENGTH OF THE RECONSTRUCTION 
PROJECT, THE SHOULDER WILL BE WIDENED 

AND FLATTENED OUT, FOR SAFETY 
PURPOSES. THEN, PART OF THE EMBANKMENT 
WILL BE CUT AWAY, TO IMPROVE SHOULDER 
ACCESSIBILITY: WITH THE SAFETY BARRIER 

ADDED. 

THESE OLD DRAINS.,,LOCATED AT ROAD'S 
EDGE,,, .WILL BE MOVED TO THE EDIIGE OF 
THE NEW, FLATTENED-OUT SHOULDER. 
DRAINAGE .FROM THE SURFACE WILL BE 
THEN GREATLY IMPROVED, HELPING WITH 

LOCALIZED FLOODING PROBLEMS, 

ExTENSIVE LANDSCAPING WILL BE DONE 
ALONG THE FULL RECONSTRUCTION ROUTE, 
MUCH LIKE THIS SECTION NEAR DOWNTOWN 
DETROIT. GRASS, SHURBS AND TREES WILL 
BE PLANTED OVER A TWO-YEAR PERIOD, TO 
CREATE A BRIGHTER, MORE ATTRACTIVE 

ENTRANCE TO THE CITY, 

THUS, THE PAVEMENT. SAFETY," DRAINAGE 
AND LANDSCAPING FEATURES WILL COME 
TOGETHER IN A STATE-OF-THE-ART URBAN 
FREEWAY., ,,ONE THAT NOT ONLY REPLACES, 
BUT SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVES ON THE 

EXISTING VERSION, 
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13. RECONSTRUCTION 

ELEMENT§ 

14, ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 

15. ALTERNATIVES 

!N CONSIDERING HOW BEST TO HANDLE THE 
RECONSTRUCT! ON PROJECT, IT IS 
IMPORTANT TO RECOGNIZE THAT ALL 4 OF 
THOSE ELEMENTS DO HAVE A BEARING ON 
HOW BEST TO HANDLE RECONSTRUCTION, 
SoME OPTIONS CONSIDERED WOU~D MAKE IT 
DIFFICULT, IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE, TO TAKE 
CARE OF THOSE VERY IMPORTANT 
CONSIDERATIONS, 

WE WANT TO STRESS TO YOU THAT THERE 
HAS BEEN CONSIDERABLE ANALYSIS OF THE 
VARIOUS OPTIONS FOR HANDLING THE 
RECONSTRUCTION, MORE THAN A YEAR OF 
ENGINEERING WORK AND COMPUTER ANALYSIS 
EXAMINED VARIOUS CONSTRUCTION 
CONCERNS,,,HANDLING OF TRAFFIC DURING 
THE PROJECT, , , AND, OF COURSE, HIE 
IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS OF TIME AND 
PROJECT COST, 

THERE WERE A NUMBER OF' ALTERNATIVES 
CONSIDERED THOROUGHLY IN THAT 
EXTENSIVE ANALYSIS: 
-CLOSING BOTH SIDES OF THE-FREEWAY: 
- CLOSING JUST ONE WAY AT A TIME; 
- PARTIALLY CLOSING ONE OR BOTH SIDES 

WITH SOME TRAFFIC LANES LEFT OPEN; 
-AND, THE SHORT-T~RM PATCH APPROACH, 

EACH OF COURSE, HAD SOME PLUSSES AND 
SOME MINUSES - THERE IS NO PERFECT 
SOLUTION WHEN REBUILDING AN URBAN 
FREEWAY. 
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16, BoTH WAYS CLOSED 

17, ONE WAY CLOSED 

ONE OF THE FIRST CHOICES EXAMINED WAS 

CLOSING BOTH SIDES OF THE FREEWAY FOR 
ONE CONSTRUCTION SEASON - 5 OR 6 
MONTHS, !T HAD THE PLUSSES OF MAKING 
THE TOTAL PROJECT A ONE YEAR EFFORT,,, 
AND, IT WOULD BE MUCH LESS EXPENSIVE 
BECAUSE THE WORK COULD BE CONDUCTED ON 
BOTH SIDES AT ONCE, HOWEVER, THAT 
WOULD MEAN FULLY RE-ROUTING ALL 
TRAFFIC IN BOTH DIRECTIONS, A 
CONSIDERABLE INCONVENIENCE. lN 
ADDITION, CERTAIN MEASURES WHICH COULD 
BE TAKEN TO SMOOTH THE TRAFFIC FLOW ON 
SURFACE ROUTES -- SUCH MATTERS AS 
RETIMING SIGNAL LIGHTS -- COULD NOT BE 
IMPLEMENTED IN BOTH DIRECTIONS AT THE 
SAME TIME, 

WE ALSO EXAMINED THE POSSIBILITY OF 
DOING ONE SIDE OF THE FREEWAY AT A 
TIME, THAT HAS THE PLUSSES OF MAKING 
TRAFFIC RE-ROUTING BETTER AND 
PROVIDING GOOD CONSTRUCTION DYNAMICS 
BECAUSE THE CLOSED PORTION WOULD BE 
USED FOR CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND 
HAULING, ON THE NEGATIVE SIDE, FULL 
RE-ROUTING WOULD BE NEEDED IN ONE 
DIRECTION AND THE PROJECT WOULD TAKE 
2 YEARS, RATHER THAN THE ONE YEAR USED 
IN CLOSING DOWN BOTH SIDES AT ONCE, 
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18, PARTIAL CLOSING 

VARIOUS MDOT's ENGINEERs ALso THOROUGHLY 

EXAMINED A NUMBER OF VARIATIONS ON THE 
IDEA OF ONLY PARTIALLY CLOSING THE 
FREEWAY, ALL SUCH CONFIGURATIONS WOULD 
MEAN THAT AT LEAST SOME CARS WOULD NOT 
BE RE-ROUTED DURING CONSTRUCTION, 
HOWEVER, ALL OF THOSE PARTIAL CLOSING 
OPTIONS -- FRANKLY -- PRODUCE MORE 
PROBLEMS THAN THEY SOLVE. ALL OF THOSE 
VARIATIONS WOULD EXTEND THE TOTAL 
PROJECT TIME TO 3. 4 OR 5 YEARS OR 
MORE,, .EACH WOULD BE MORE COSTLY 
BECAUSE OF THAT LONGER TIME PERIOD,,, 
EACH WOULD MAKE CONSTRUCTION MORE 
DIFFICULT BECAUSE EQUIPMENT AND 
HAULING WOULD BE FORCED OFF THE 
FREEWAY, OFTEN ONTO EXISTING SURFACE 
STREETS, 

PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANTLY, THE 
PRESUMED FLOW OF TRAFFIC IN THE 
CONSTRUCTION AREA WOULD HAVE SERIOUS 
PROBLEMS: FOR EXAMPLE: 
- IT IS VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO 

PROVIDE ON- AND OFF-RAMPS FOR 
INDIVIDUAL LANES OF TRAFFIC IN THE. 
CENTER OF THE FREEWAY: 

' 
- LEAVING A SINGLE CENTER LANE OPEN 

FOR TRAFFIC MEANS THAT A ~TALLED 
CAR OR AN ACCIDENT MIGHT REQUIRE 
A TOW TRUCK BACKING SEVERAL MILES 
IN THAT LANE IN ORDER TO HAUL OUT 
THE CAR OR CARS BLOCKING TRAFFIC, 
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19. "PATCH" LIKE 
FoRD FREEWAY 

20. PREFERRED 

ONE O~TION FREQUENTLY SUGGESTED AS 
WE HAVE TALKED WITH THE PUBLIC IS 
DOING THE PROJECT AS MOOT DID THIS 
YEAR'S PATCHING OF THE FoRD FREEWAY,, 

,,THAT IS, APPLYING ASPHALT OVER THE 
EXISTING PAVEMENT AND DOING IT SMALL 
SECTIONS AT A TIME, SUCH A PROJECT IS 
REALLY MAINTENANCE - WITH PERHAPS A 
5-YEAR LIFE BEFORE THE PATCH WOULD 
NEED TO BE COMPLETELY STRIPPED OFF 
AND REPLACED, WE ALSO HAVE BRIDGE 
CLEARANCE PROBLEMS FOR LARGE TRUCKS, 
SO PAVEMENT MUST BE GROUND DOWN IN 
ORDER TO PUT PATCH ON TOP, ALSO, WE 
WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO MAKE DRAINAGE 
IMPROVEMENTS AND SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
WITH THAT SORT OF TEMPORARY PROCESS, 
NOR - COULD PLANNED BEAUTIFICATION 
IMPROVEMENTS BE PUT IN PLACE WITHIN 
THE CURRENT CONFIGURATION OF THE 
LODGE. 

BASED ON THAT LENGTHY AND THOROUGH 
EXAMINATION OF ALTERNATIVES, MOOT HAS 
CONCLUDED THAT THE BEST OPTION IS 
CLOSING EACH SIDE OF THE FREEWAY FOR 
ONE CONSTRUCTION SEASON, COMPLETING 
THE TOTAL JOB IN TWO YEARS, THAT 
OPTION HAS SOME VERY SPECIFIC 
ADVANTAGES, FIRST, ALL WORK CAN BE 
COMPLETED ON EACH SIDE IN SINGLE 
CONSTRUCTION SEASONS, SECONDLY, THE 
CONSTRUCTION ITSELF WILL BE SELF
CONTAINED WITHIN THE FREEWAY, WITHOUT 
SPILLING OUT ONTO SURFACE STREETS AND 
INTO RESIDENTIAL AREAS, FINALLY, WE 
WILL BE ABLE TO RE-OPEN SHORT SEGMENTS 
OF THE FREEWAY BECAUSE OF THE NATURE 
OF WORK BEING DONE IN EACH OF THE 
SEGMENTS. 
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21, PHASES L 2 

\. 

' 

22, PROJECT MAP 

23, SEGMENT MAP, No, 1 

24, SEGMENT MAP, No, 2 

THUS, THE TOTAL PROJECT WILL BE DONE 

IN TWO PHASES, THE NORTHBOUND SECTION 

WILL BE DONE THIS YEAR, FROM MARCH 
THROUGH AUGUST,,,, ,PHASE 2, THE 
SOUTHBOUND LANES, WILL BE DONE IN 
1986, MARCH 9 HAS BEEN DESIGNATED AS 
THE CLOSING DATE, 

As THIS MAP SHOWS, WORK WILL BE DONE 
FROM l-75 ON THE SOUTH THROUGH 8 MILE 
ON THE NORTH, THE ACTUAL FULL CLOSING 
WILL ONLY OCCUR BETWEEN !-75 AND THE 
WYOMING INTERCHANGE, FROM WYOMING TO 
8 MILE, EXTENSIVE RE-SURFACING WORK 
WILL BE DONE, BUT SOME LANES WILL BE 
KEPT OPEN IN THAT STRETCH OF THE 
FREEWAY. THE CLOSED SECTION WILL BE 
RE-OPENED IN THREE SEGMENTS, 

FIRST WILL BE THE SEGMENT AT THE 
BOTTOM, FROM ]-75 OUT TO THE FORD 
FREEWAY,,IT IS THE SHORTEST AND HAS 
NO BRIDGE WORK,,, ,IT WILL OPEN IN LATE 
JUNE, PARTICULARLY NOTE THAT THE LODGE 
WILL BE OPEN FROM JEFFERSON TO !-75 
THROUGHOUT CONSTRUCTION, 

SECOND WILL BE THE NORTH SECTION, FROM 
DAVISON OUT TO WYOMING, WHICH WILL 
OPEN ABOUT THE FIRST WEEK OF AUGUST. 
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25, SEGMENT MAP, No, 3 

26, #14 PLUS 
BONUSES/PENALTIES 

27. DAVISON 

28. LIVERNOIS RAMPS 

THE MIDDLE SECTION WILL OPEN LAST, 
IN LATE AUGUST,,, .IT WILL TAKE LONGEST 
BECAUSE OF EXTENSIVE BRIDGE WORK BEING 
DONE AT THE DAVISON INTERCHANGE. 

[N ORDER TO STIMULATE THE EARLIEST 
POSSIBLE RE-OPENING OF EACH SEGMENT, 
THE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT WILL INCLUDE 
SIGNIFICANT BONUSES FOR DAYS OPENED 
BEFORE TARGET DATE ALONG WITH 
PENALTIES FOR DAYS AFT~R THE TARGET 
DATE, WE BELIEVE THOSE BONUSES AND 
PENALTIES ARE SUFFICIENTLY LARGE THAT 
THE FINAL CONSTRUCTION WILL MOVE AT 
THE FASTEST POSSIBLE PACE. 

RAMPS OFF THE LODGE ONTO THE DAVISON 

IN BOTH DIRECTIONS HAVE BEEN HIGH 
ACCIDENT AREAS BECAUSE OF THE SHORT 
TURN-OFFS, As THE RED LINES INDICATE, 
EXTENSIVE RE-CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
BRIDGES AT THAT INTERCHANGE WILL BE 
DONE,,,,GREATLY IMPROVING MOTORIST 
SAFETY, 

IN A SIMILAR FASHION, THE LIVERNOIS 
INTERCHANGE WILL BE COMPLETELY RE-DONE 
CURRENTLY, THAT INTERCHANGE FEATURES 
VERY TIGHT LOOP RAMPS, WITH POOR SIGHT 
LINES -- AGAIN -- SOME ACCIDENT 
PROBLEMS. As THE RED LINES INDICATE, 
SIGNIFICANT WORK WILL BE DONE THERE 
TOO, THE NORTHBUND LOOP RAMP -- No. 1 
-- WILL BE REDONE THIS YEAR,,, .WITH 
THE SOUTHBOUND -- No, 2 -- DONE NEXT 
YEAR, 
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29. LIVERNOIS, BRIDGES 

30. DRIVER ALTERNATIVES 

A NEW TURN-AROUND BRIDGE -- No. 3 -
WILL BE BUILT OVER THE TWO-YEAR 
PERIOD, ALONG WITH -- No, 4 -- A NEW 

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE, 

OBVIOUSLY, ONE OF OUR VERY MOST 
IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS IS HOW 
DRIVERS USING THE LODGE WILL BE ABLE 
TO COPE WITH DISRUPTIONS WHICH WILL 
OCCUR, THERE ARE BASICALLY 4 
ALTERNATIVES FOR THOSE DRIVERS: 
- USE OF DIFFERENT ROUTES WHILE 

CONTINUING TO DRIVE; 
- USE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION INSTEAD 

OF DRIVING; 
- JOINING WITH OTHERS IN A CARPOOL OR 

VANPOOL RIDESHARING ARRANGEMENT, 
INSTEAD OF DRIVING ALONE; AND, 

- USING SOME FLEXIBILITY IN WHEN THEY 
TRAVEL, SoME EMPLOYERS MAY CONSIDER 
VARYING THEIR WORK HOURS DURING THE 
RECONSTRUCTION TIME, WE WILL TAKE A 
FEW MINUTES TO LOOK MORE CLOSELY AT 
THOSE ALTERNATIVES, BECAUSE 
CONSIDERABLE TIME AND EFFORT HAS 
~ SPENT IN MAKING C~RTAIN THAT 
INCONVENIENCE TO THE DRIVING PUBLIC 
IS MINIMIZED THROUGHOUT THIS 
PROJECT, 
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31, ROUTE MAP, w/LODGE 

32. ADD 96/39 

33. ADD 75/8 MrLE 

34. ADD GRAND RIVER 

35. ADD WOODWARD 

THIS MAP SHOWS THE GENERAL PROJECT 
AREA, WITH THE CONSTRUCTION ZONE 
INDICATED BY THE RED DASHES, FOUR 
BASIC ALTERNATE ROUTES HAVE BEEN 
IDENTIFIED FOR MOTORISTS, 

FIRST WILL BE THE OFFICIAL DETOUR.,, 
TRAVELING ALONG !-75 TO THE JEFFRIES, 
THEN OUT THE JEFFRIES TO SOUTHFIELD 
AND uP SouTHFIELD TO REJOIN THE LoDGE. 
AGAIN, NOTE THAT THE LODGE WILL BE 
OPEN FROM JEFFERSON TO !-75, PROVIDING 
ACCESS TO THE MAIN DETOUR FROM 
DOWNTOWN DETROIT. 

ANOTHER FREEWAY-ORIENTED ALTERNATE 
ROUTE WILL BE UP !-75 NORTH TO 8 MILE 
ROAD, THEN ACROSS 8 MILE TO THE LODGE, 

MANY PEOPLE WILL ALSO USE SURFACE 
STREETS, , , , FOR EXAMPLE, GRAND RIVER, 

WHICH CAN BE USED TO REACH SoUTHFIELD 
AND THEN THE LODGE OR CAN BE USED 
DIRECTLY BY MANY WHO TRAVEL TO THE 
CITY'S NORTHWEST SECTION AND THE 
SUBURBS BEYOND, 

SIMILARLY. WooDWARD AvENUE WILL 
PROVIDE AN ALTERNATIVE FOR MANY,,,,, 
EITHER FOR THEIR COMPLETE TRIP, OR AS 
ANOTHER ROUTE TO 8 MILE AND THEN TO 
THE LODGE, TRAFFIC SIGNALS ON BOTH 
GRAND RIVER AND WOODWARD WILL BE RE
TIMED OUT-BOUND TO SMOOTH TRAFFIC 
FLOW. 
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36. ALL 4 ROUTES 

37, DETOUR SIGN 

38, PUBLIC TRANSIT GOALS 

39, EXPRESS ROUTE MAP 

THOSE ARE THE FOUR DESIGNATED 

ALTERNATE ROUTES FOR OUT-BOUND TRAFFIC 
DURING RECONSTRUCTION, !N ADDITION, OF 
COURSE, MANY DRIVERS WILL FIND OTHER 
ROUTES ON THE EXCELLENT SURFACE STREET 
NETWORK ALONG THAT PROJECT CORRIDOR, 
A NOTE: THERE WILL BE NO OTHER 
CONSTRUCTION WORK ON THOSE ALTERNATE 
ROUTES, 

ALL 4 OF THOSE ROUTES WILL BE CLEARLY 
TRAILBLAZED WITH THIS SORT OF DETOUR 
SIGN, HELPING BOTH THE NORMAL USERS 
OF THE FREEWAY AND, MOST IMPORTANTLY, 
THOSE PERSONS NOT TOTALLY FAMILAR WITH 
THE AREA, 

A SECOND ALTERNATIVE IS USE OF PUBLIC 

TRANSPORTATION. WE HAVE SEVERAL GOALS 
FOR OUR PUBLIC TRANSIT PROGRAM, WE 
PLAN TO DIVERT SOME 1,400 PEOPLE FROM 
PRIVATE VEHICLES TO BUSES DURING THE 
MORNING AND EVENING RUSH HOURS, OuR 
RIDESHARING PROGRAMS ARE INTENDED TO 
DIVERT AN ADDITIONAL 1,600 TO CARPOOLS 
AND VANPOOLS DURING THOSE SAME PEAK 
PER !ODS, THE OVERALL EFFECT WILL. BE 
REDUCTION IN TRAFFIC CONGESTION ON 
MAJOR ARTERIES DURING PEAK PERIODS, 

MDOT WILL BE RUNNING EXPRESS BUS 
SERVICE FROM THE 8 MILE ARMORY, JUST 
EAST OF GREENFIELD, As THIS MAP SHOWS, 
THOSE BUSES WILL THEN MAKE STOPS IN 
THE NEW CENTER AREA AND THE DOWNTOWN 
DETROIT CENTRAL BusiNEss DISTRICT. 
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40. PARK-AND-RIDE MAP 

41, RIDESHARE MATERIALS 

42, RIDESHARE PLAN 

43. ALTERNATE ROUTE 
CAPACITIES 

---------- --------------- -- -- --~-------- -------------------- ----------~~ 

THE DOTS ON THIS MAP SHOW VARIOUS 
EXISTING SEMTA PARK-AND-RIDE LOTS 

WHICH WILL HAVE ADDITIONAL BUS SERVICE 
PUT IN PLACE IN ORDER TO HANDLE 

ANTICIPATED INCREASE IN USE. 

SPECIAL EMPHASIS WILL BE PLACED ON 
RIDESHAR!NG -- THAT IS, FORMATION OF 
CARPOOLS AND VANPOOLS. SEMCOG HAS A 
VERY SUCCESSFUL COMPUTERIZED 
RIDESHARING PROGRAM THAT WILL BE 
PLACING SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON HELPING 
ALLEVIATE IMPACT OF THE RECONSTRUCTION 

SEMCOG's -RIDESHARING PEOPLE WILL BE 
CONTACTING BUSINESSES IN AN EFFORT TO 
PLACE EMPLOYEES IN EITHER CARPOOLS OR 
VANPOOLS. IN ADDITION, THE SEMCOG 

COMPUTER PROGRAM IS ABLE TO HANDLE 
INDIVIDUALS WHO MAY WISH TO FORM CAR 
OR VANPOOLS OUTSIDE OF EMPLOYER
RELATED PROGRAMS, 

TRAFFIC CAPACITY IS A VERY IMPORTANT 
POINT TO CONSIDER, THE ALTERNATE 
ROUTES SELECTED DO HAVE SIGNIFICANT 
CAPACITIES FOR HANDLING THE 
AUTOMOBILES WHICH ARE EXPECTED TO BE 
DIVERTED FROM THE lODGE DURING 
RECONSTRUCTION. 
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44, RUSH HOUR 

CAPACITIES 

45. GRAND RIVER, 
WOODWARD 

46, LOCATION MONTAGE 

THIS CHART SHOWS THE EXCESS RUSH HOUR 

CAPACITIES ON THOSE FOUR DESIGNATED 
ALTERNATE ROUTES, THE RIGHTHAND COLUMN 

INDICATES THE NUMBER OF VEHICLES PER 
HOUR THAT CAN BE ADDED ON EACH ROUTE,, 
,,700 VEHICLES PER HOUR ON THE 
JEFFRIES To SouTHFIELD ROUTE •• , .soME 
800 ON THE l-75 TO 8 MILE ROUTE,,,, 
1,700 ON GRAND RIVER AND 1,450 ON 
WOODWARD, IN ADDITION, SOME 1,350 ARE 
EXPECTED TO USE TRANSIT, RIDESHARING 
AND VARIOUS OTHER SURFACE ROUTES, 

IT IS· PARTICULARLY WORTH NOTING RUSH 
HOUR CAPACITIES ON GRAND RIVER AND 
WoODWARD, BOTH THOROUGHFARES CARRIED 
CONSIDERABLY MORE TRAFFIC BEFORE THEIR 
PARALLEL FREEWAYS WERE OPENED -- THE 
JEFFRIES ALONG GRAND RIVER AND 1-75 
ALONG WOODWARD. THE LEFT COLUMN SHOWS 
DESIGN CAPACITY OF THE ROADS,, , , THE 
MIDDLE COLUMN SHOWS PRE-FREEWAY 
TRAFFIC, WHICH WAS WELL BELOW 
CAPACITY,,,,,,THE FINAL COLUMN SHOWS 
EXISTING RUSH HOUR TRAFFIC ON 
THE ROUTES, BOTH SURFACE STREETS WILL 
MAKE EXCELLENT ALTERNATIVES FOR MOVING 
TRAFFIC DURING THE OUT-BOUND RUSH HOUR 

ANOTHER VERY IMPORTANT POINT: 
CAPACITIES DURING THE NON-RUSH HOUR,, 
,,THE SORT OF TRAFFIC SURGES 
ASSOCIATED WITH SUCH SPECIAL EVENTS AS 
TIGER AND RED WING GAMES, CONCERTS AND 
OTHER ACTIVITIES AT JoE LOUIS ARENA, 
Coso HALL AND THE HART PLAZA., ,,AND, 

PLAYS AND OTHER EVENTS AT THE FISHER 
THEATRE, 
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47. CAPACITY GRAPH 

48, LOCATION MONTAGE 

49. RUSH HOUR TIME 
DIFFERENCES 

As THIS CHART SHOWS, OUR FOUR 
ALTERNATE ROUTES DO HAVE EXTENSIVE 
NON-RUSH HOUR CAPACITY FOR HANDLING 

SUCH SURGES, THE RIGHTHAND COLUMN 
SHOWS AVAILABLE CAPACITY ON EACH 
ROUTE FOR THE EVENING AND WEEKEND 
PERIODS WHEN MOST SUCH EVENTS TAKE 
PLACE, THERE IS, IN FACT, ROOM FOR 
SOME 12,000-PLUS VEHICLES PER HOUR IN 
THE NON-RUSH HOURS, 

So, PEOPLE ATTENDING THOSE SPECIAL 
EVENTS THAT ARE SO IMPORTANT TO 
DOWNTOWN DETROIT AND TO THE NEW (ENTER 
AREAS SHOULD NOT BE SERIOUSLY AFFECTED 
BY THE LoDGE PROJECT. THAT IS A 
MESSAGE EVERYONE INVOLVED NEEDS TO 
CONTINUALLY SEND,,, ,TO MAKE CERTAIN 
PEOPLE DON'T AVOID THOSE EVENTS FOR 
FEAR OF A PROBLEM THAT REALLY WON'T 
EXIST, 

OUR COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF TRAVEL TIMES 
DURING RUSH HOUR INDICATE THAT ABOUT 
75 PERCENT OF THE PEOPLE USING THE 
LODGE FOR THE COMMUTE HOME WILL FIND 
NO MORE THAN A 25 PERCENT INCREASE IN I 

THEIR TRIP, THUS, SOMEONE WHO NORMALLY 
TAKES 20 MINUTES TO MAKE THAT TRIP 
HOME WILL NOW TAKE 25 MINUTES -
SOMEONE WHO TRAVELS FOR 30 MINUTES 
WILL TAKE 37 OR 38, 
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50, PUBLIC INFORMATION 
CAMPAIGN 

51. lMPLEi~ENTATION TASK 
FoRCE 

52. LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

53, TRANSPORTATION 
GROUPS 

54, ORGANIZATIONS 

55. BusiNESSES 

ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENTS OF 
THIS PROJECT IN TERMS OF COPING WILL 
BE OUR PUBLIC INFORMATION CAMPAIGN, 

OUR PROGRAM IS HEADED BY AN 
IMPLEMENTATION TASK FORCE -- INCLUDING 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM LOCAL GOVERNMENT, 
FROM THE TRANSPORTATION RELATED 
AGENCIES, FROM PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS 
AND SOME KEY BUSINESSES, 

THAT TASK FORCE INCLUDES 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM. VARIOUS CITY OF 
DETROIT DEPARTMENTS,, ,FROM SUBURBAN 
CITIES AT ONE END OF THE ROUTE,,, 
AND FROM THE TWO AFFECTED COUNTIES, 

[T ALSO INCLUDES THE TRANSPORTATION 
RELATED ORGANIZATIONS -- MDOT. SEMCOG 
AND SEMTA. 

ALSO REPRESENTED ARE BUSINESS RELATED 
ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS THE DETROIT CBDA 
,, ,THE NEw CENTER AREA CouNCIL.,, 
CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND THE 
CONVENTION BUREAU -- AS WELL AS BLOCK 
CLUBS IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF THE 
LODGE. 

[N ADDITION TO THE ORGANIZATIONS, 
THERE ARE A NUMBER OF BUSINESSES AND 
TRAFFIC GENERATORS INCLUDED ON THE 
TASK FORCE -- AAA. FoRD HosPITAL, 
WAYNE STATE, THE NoRTHLAND SHoPPING 
CENTER, VARIOUS COLLEGES AND 
HOSPITALS AND A NUMBER OF OTHERS, 
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56. PUBLIC INFORMATION 
PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

57. S!GNAGE 

58. MEDIA RELATIONS 

WE ANTICIPATE A NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES 
IN A WIDE RANGE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
AREAS -- SIGNAGE THROUGHOUT THE AREA, 
A STRONG MEDIA RELAT!ONS PROGRAM,, ,A 
VARIETY OF PRINT MATER!ALS, 
CONCENTRATING ON SITE-SPECIFIC 
MAPPING OF ALTERNATE ROUTES,, .SOME 
ADVERTISING., ,PUBLIC SERVICE RADIO 
AND TV SPOTS AND A SPEAKERS BUREAU, 

WE ARE DOING EXTENSIVE PRE-CLOSING 
'SIGNAGE TO MAKE CERTAIN THAT ALL 
MOTORISTS IN THE AREA ARE FULLY AWARE 
OF THE IMPENDING CLOSING OF THE 
EXPRESSWAY, !N ADDITION WE ARE 
EXAMINING SOME POST-CLOSING SIGNAGE 
THAT WOULD INCLUDE A SYSTEM OF 
PROGRESS REPORTING TO MOTORISTS 
USING THE SOUTHBOUND lODGE -- WHICH 
WILL REMAIN OPEN, OF COURSE -- AND 
ALSO SOME SPECIAL SIGNING BECAUSE OF 
THE SEQUENTIAL RE-OPENING OF THE 
VARIOUS SEGMENTS, 

OUR MEDIA RELATIONS WILL CONCENTRATE 
ON 2 AREAS -- PRE-CLOSING AND DURING 
~LOSING, WE WILL BE WORKING VERY 
CLOSELY WITH NEWS DEPARTMENTS, SEEKING 
OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPLAIN THE PROJECT 
ON TALK SHOWS AND WORKING WITH THE 
VARIOUS TRAFFIC REPORTERS AND 
HELICOPTER P!LOTS, DURING THE ACTUAL 
CLOSING, WE W!LL BE MONITORING NEWS 
COVERAGE AND RESPONDING WHERE 
APPROPRIATE., ,WE WILL MAINTAIN A 
CRISIS/RUMOR CONTROL MECHANISM TO 
DEAL WITH IMMEDIATE PROBLEMS, ,-,AND, 
WE WILL BE PAYING SPECIAL ATTENTION, 
AGAIN, TO THE UNIQUE PROBLEMS OF 
RE-OPENING THE PROJECT SEGMENT BY 
SEGMENT, 
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59, PRINT MATERIALS 

60, ADVERTISING 

61. RADIo/TV • 

--- -- ----------~-----·--·-- ---- -----------·----------------------------ril 

i i WE WILL BE PRODUCING IN GREAT 
QUANTITIES A GENERAL PAMPHLET 
DESCRIBING THE PROJECT, , , WITH S !T~
SPEC!F!C ROUTE MAPS FOR VARIOUS 
LOCATIONS ALONG THE CONSTRUCTION AREA 
,, .ONE FOR DOWNTOWN DETROIT; ONE FOR 
THE WAYNE STATE/CULTURAL 
CENTER/MEDICAL CENTER AREA., .·.AND. 
ONE FOR THE NEW CENTER AREA,,, 
PROMOTING THE RIDESHARING AND BUS 
ALTERNATIVES,,,AND. MAKING CERTAIN 
EVERYONE KNows How TO REACH MOOT's 
OMBUDSMAN, WHO WILL BE WORKING WITH 
CITIZENS ON THEIR INDIVIDUAL PROBLEMS 
DURING THE CLOSING, !N ADDITION, WE 
WILL BE DOING POSTERS FOR ANYONE WHO 
WISHES TO USE THEM,, ,AND, WE WILL 
PROVIDE ENVELOPE STUFFERS TO THOSE 
WHO WILL INCLUDE THEM IN THEIR 
REGULAR MAILINGS, 

WE WILL BE USING SOME LIMITED PAID 
ADVERTISING TO REACH SOME VERY 
SPECIFIC AUDIENCES,,, IN AREA-SPECIFIC 
PUBLICATIONS LIKE THE DowNTOWN 
MONITOR, HEALTH CARE NEWS AND THE. 
NEW CENTER AREA NEWS AS WELL AS 
EVENT PUBLICATIONS LIKE REDWING 
PROGRAMS, THE FISHER THEATER PROGRAM 
AND MATERIALS PREPARED FOR OTHER 
SPECIAL DOWNTOWN EVENTS, 

WE WILL ALSO BE PUTTING TOGETHER A 
SERIES OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PUBLIC 
SERVICE SPOTS STRESSING THE "WORKING 
TOGETHER" NATURE OF THIS PROJECT, 
WE'LL BE USING THOSE SPOTS ON AREA 
RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS AS WELL 
AS ON CABLE SYSTEMS ALONG THE OAKLAND 
COUNTY SECTION OF THE lODGE, WHERE 
MANY OF THE COMMUTERS LIVE. 
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62. 
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WE HAVE A SPEAKERS BUREAU AVAILABLE, 

INCLUDING USE OF THIS SLIDE 
PRESENTATION. WE EARNESTLY SEEK YOUR 
HELP IN IDENTIFYING GROUPS OF 
INTERESTED CITIZENS WHO WOULD BE 
INTERESTED IN HEARING MORE ABOUT THE 
PROJECT AND HOW WE PLAN TO HANDLE 
CONSTRUCTION AND THE TRAFFIC 
SITUATION, FINALLY, WE WILL BE 
EVALUATING THE PROJECT THROUGHOUT 
OUR RIDESHARING WORKERS REGULARLY 
SURVEY PEOPLE, WHICH WILL HELP US 
TRACK THE PROJECT, ! N ADDITION, WE 
WILL BE FORMING A CONSUMER PANEL -
ABOUT 2 DOZEN PERSONS REPRESENTATIVE 
OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF USERS OF THE 
LODGE, THEY WILL BE CONTACTED ON A 
REGULAR BASIS BY TELEPHONE, 
APPROXIMATELY EVERY 2 WEEKS, WE 
ANTICIPATE THAT THE CONSUMER PANEL 
WILL HELP US SPOT PROBLEMS AS THEY 
OCCUR ~- OR. OPPORTUNITIES FOR TAKING 
ADVANTAGE OF BETTER ROUTES OR OTHER 
DEVELOPMENTS, 

<LIGHTS UP) 
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1987 Lodge Slide Presentation 

(Year 2) 
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FINAL COPY 3-10-87 
Lodge-ability '87 
Slide Presentation 

SLIDE CoPY 

1. TITLE 

2. 25/30 YEARS 

3, OLD PAVEMENT 

4. ARTWORK OF NEW LODGE 

5, NEW SHOULDER 

6. NEW DRAIN 

7, $54 MILLION INVESTMENT 

ScRIPT 

WE'RE REBUILDING THE LODGE! IT's WHAT WE'VE 

ALL BEEN WAITING FOR -- A SMOOTHER AND SAFER 

JoHN C. LoDGE FREEWAY. 

THE LIFE EXPECTANCY OF AN URBAN FREEWAY 

SURFACE IS APPROXIMATELY 25 YEARS, MosT OF 

THE LODGE IS NOW MORE THAN 30 YEARS OLD 

WELL BEYOND ITS NORMAL LIFE EXPECTANCY, 

THIS YEAR, THE BADLY WORN PAVEMENT WILL BE 

TOTALLY REMOVED AND A NEW DRIVING SURFACE 

WILL BE INSTALLED. 

WHEN THE NEW LODGE IS COMPLETED, IT WILL 

HAVE SMOOTH PAVEMENT, WIDER AND SAFER 

SHOULDERS, AN IMPROVED DRAINAGE SYSTEM, 
SOME NEW INTERSECTIONS AND NEW LANDSCAPING, 

To REVIEW, IN 1986 THE FIRST PHASE OF THE 
RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT INCLUDED BUILDING NEW 

SHOULDERS AND ADDING A NEW SAFETY WALL, 

THE FIRST PHASE OF A NEW DRAINAGE SYSTEM 
WAS ALSO ADDED IN 1986, 

WHEN REPAVING IS COMPLETED THIS FALL, THE 

BRAND NEW LODGE FREEWAY WILL REPRESENT A $54 
MILLION INVESTMENT BY THE STATE OF MICHIGAN 

IN DETROIT AND SoUTHEAST MICHIGAN, THE 
PROJECT IS ALSO A FIRST -- THE FIRST TIME 
THAN AN URBAN FREEWAY HAS BEEN CLOSED IN 

ORDER TO COMPLETE A REPAVING PROJECT AS 
SWIFTLY AS POSSIBLE, 
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(DRAFT #7-3/10/87) 

SLIDE CoPY 

1. TITLE 

2. 25/30 YEARS 

3, OLD PAVEMENT 

4, ARTWORK OF NEW LODGE 

5, NEW SHOULDER 

6, NEW DRAIN 

7, $54 MILLION INVESTMENT 

SCRIPT 

WE'RE REBUILDING THE LODGE! IT'S WHAT WE'VE 

ALL BEEN WAITING FOR -- A SMOOTHER AND SAFER 

JoHN C. LoDGE FREEWAY, 

THE LIFE EXPECTANCY OF AN URBAN F~EEWAY 

SURFACE IS APPROXIMATELY 25 YEARS, MOST OF 

THE LODGE IS NOW MORE THAN 30 YEARS OLD 
WELL BEYOND ITS NORMAL LIFE EXPECTANCY, 

THIS YEAR, THE BADLY WORN PAVEMENT WILL BE 

TOTALLY REMOVED AND A NEW DRIVING SURFACE 
WILL BE INSTALLED, 

WHEN THE NEW LODGE IS COMPLETED, IT WILL 

HAVE SMOOTH PAVEMENT, WIDER AND SAFER 

SHOULDERS, AN IMPROVED DRAINAGE SYSTEM, 

SOME NEW INTERSECTIONS AND NEW LANDSCAPING, 

To REVIEW, IN 1986 THE FIRST PHASE OF THE 

RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT INCLUDED BUILDING NEW 

SHOULDERS AND ADDING A NEW SAFETY WALL, 

THE FIRST PHASE OF A NEW DRAINAGE SYSTEM 
WAS ALSO ADDED IN 1986, 

WHEN REPAVING IS COMPLETED THIS FALL, THE 
BRAND NEW LODGE FREEWAY WILL REPRESENT A $54 
MILLION INVESTMENT BY THE STATE OF MICHIGAN 

IN DETROIT AND SouTHEAST MicHIGAN. THE 

PROJECT IS ALSO A FIRST --THE FIRST TIME 

THAN AN URBAN FREEWAY HAS BEEN CLOSED IN 

ORDER TO COMPLETE A REPAVING PROJECT AS 
SWIFTLY AS POSSIBLE, 
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SLIDE CoPY 

8. r~DOT LOGO 

9. 3-WAY SPLIT SCREEN: 

TOW TRUCK, HOTLINE 
SIGN, NEWSPAPER 

CLIPPINGS 

10, PITZ AT A MEETING 

11. ONE SIDE OPEN/ONE 

SIDE CLOSED FROM FSI 

ScRIPT 

HE MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

HAS TAKEN A NUMBER OF STEPS TO MAKE CERTAIN 
THAT MOTORIST INCONVENIENCE IS KEPT TO AN 

ABSOLUTE MINIMUM DURING BOTH THE 1986 AND 

1987 PHASES OF THE OVERALL PROJECT, 

INCLUDED IN THE VERY INNOVATIVE MOTORIST 

SUPPORT PROCESS HAVE BEEN SUCH UNIQUE STEPS 

AS A 24-HOUR LODGE-ABILITY TELEPHONE HOTLINE 

TO KEEP MOTORISTS UP TO THE MINUTE ON 
FREEWAY TRAFFIC SITUATIONS,, .FREE TOW TRUCK 

SERVICE TO MINIMIZE TRAFFIC TIE-UPS DURING 

RECONSTRUCT! ON, , , SPECIAL MEDIA RELATIONS 

WORK TO ALERT RADIO, TV AND NEWSPAPER 

TRAFFIC REPORTERS ABOUT DAILY DEVELOPMENTS 

ON THE LODGE. 

MOOT HAS BEEN THE IMPORTANT CATALYST IN 

BLENDING TOGETHER ALL AFFECTED GOVERNMENTAL 

UNITS FOR A SMOOTH AND EFFICIENT PROJECT -

WORKING WITH THE CITIES OF DETROIT, 

SouTHFIELD. OAK PARK AND HIGHLAND PARK. WITH 
WAYNE COUNTY, WITH THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY 

ADMINISTRATION AND WITH SEMCOG. 

LODGE-ABILITY IS AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE OF 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS WORKING WELL ON 

BEHALF OF MOTORISTS THROUGHOUT SOUTHEAST 
MICHIGAN. 

DURING THE 1987 RECONSTRUCTION WORK. 

MOTORISTS WILL BE RE-ROUTED FOR ONE WAY OF 

EVERY ROUND TRIP THEY TAKE INVOLVING THE 

LODGE, ONE DIRECTION WILL ALWAYS BE OPEN TO 
TRAFFIC, 
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SLIDE COPY 

12A MAP WITHOUT DATES 

12B MAP, PLUS NB DATES 

13. MAP, PLUS SB DATES 

14, FULL MAP 

15. ADD YELLOW ROUTE 

, 16. ADD BROWN ROUTE 

17. ADD GREEN ROUTE 

,8, ADD·BLUE RouTE 

SCRIPT 

ON SATURDAY, APRIL 11, THE NORTHBOUND LANES 

WILL BE CLOSED BETWEEN GRISWOLD AND 7 MILE 

ROAD, THE SOUTHBOUND LANES WILL REMAIN OPEN 

FOR SOUTHBOUND TRAFFIC, THERE MAY BE 
·oCCASIONAL CLOSURES OF THE LEFT LANE ON THE 

SOUTHBOUND, BUT ONLY DURING NON-RUSH HOUR 

PERIODS, THE NEW NORTHBOUND LANES WILL 
REOPEN TO TRAFFIC IN LATE JULY, 

ONE WEEK AFTER THE NEW NORTHBOUND REOPENS, 

THE SOUTHBOUND LANES WILL BE CLOSED FROM 7 
MILE TO l-75, AGAIN, THERE MAY BE OCCASIONAL 

LEFT LANE CLOSURES OF THE NORTHBOUND DURING 

NON-PEAK HOURS, THE NEW SOUTHBOUND SIDE WILL 

REOPEN TO TRAFFIC IN EARLY NOVEMBER. 

THERE ARE FOUR DESIGNATED ALTERNATE ROUTES 

DURING RECONSTRUCTION OF THE LODGE, ALL FOUR 

WILL BE COLOR CODtb ON LODGE-ABILITY MAPS 

AS WELL AS ON DETOUR SIGNS. 

THE FIRST DETOUR ROUTE USES !-75 TO l-96 TO 

THE SouTHFIELD FREEWAY. IT WILL BE 
DESIGNATED THE YELLOW ROUTE, 

THE SECOND DETOUR -- THE BROWN ROUTE -- USES 
l-75 (CHRYSLER) TO 8 MILE ROAD, THEN WEST ON 

8 MILE RoAD To THE LoDGE CoRRIDOR. 

THE THIRD DETOUR ~- THE GREEN ROUTE -- IS 

WOODWARD AVENUE, A SURFACE ROUTE, 

THE FOURTH DETOUR -- THE BLUE ROUTE IS 
ALSO A SURFACE STREET-- GRAND RIVER. 
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SLIDE CoPY 

19, DETOUR SIGN PHOTO 

20, TRAFFIC LIGHT PHOTO 

21, SPLIT SCREEN: 

4 ROUTES 

22. REPEAT FSI ARTWORK 

23. CaBo HALL 

24. KoRAB CaBo HALL 

.. 2), (BUILD) 

CaBO HALL CONSTRUCTION 

TRAFFIC IMPACT 

ScRIPT 

IN ADDITION, DETOUR SIGNS WILL BE COLOR
CODED FOR EACH OF THOSE ALTERNATE ROUTES, 

To ASSURE THE SMOOTH FLOW OF TRAFFIC IN THE 

APPROPRIATE DIRECTION, TRAFFIC LIGHTS ON 

BOTH GRAND RIVER AND WOODWARD WILL BE 

RETIMED. MOTORISTS SHOULD CONTINUE USING THE 

OPEN SIDE OF THE LODGE FOR ONE DIRECTION OF 
EACH ROUND TRIP, BECAUSE THE TRAFFIC LIGHTS 

WILL BE RETJMED TO FAVOR TRAFFIC ON THE 

ALTERNATE ROUTES. 

ALL FOUR ALTERNATE ROUTES HAVE ENOUGH 

CAPACITY TO HANDLE RUSH HOUR TRAFFIC, VERY 

IMPORTANTLY, DURING NON-RUSH HOURS, EACH 

ALTERNATE ROUTE HAS AVAILABLE EVEN GREATER 

UNUSED CAPACITY, THIS MEANS THERE WILL BE 

LITTLE OR NO ADDITIONAL DRIVING TIME NEEDED 

DURING EVENING AND WEEKEND NON-RUSH HOUR 
PERIODS, 

REMEMBER: MOTORISTS WILL ALWAYS BE ABLE TO 

USE THE LODGE IN ONE DIRECTION OF A ROUND 

TRIP INTO THE DOWNTOWN AREA. 

lN ADDITION TO REBUILDING THE LODGE FROM 

DOWNTOWN TO 7 MILE RoAD, THERE WILL BE 

EXTENSIVE WORK DONE ON THE LODGE BENEATH 
CaBo HALL, 

THIS WORK IS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE 
EXPANSION OF COBO HALL, WHICH REQUIRES THAT 

THE LODGE BE LOWERED SEVERAL FEET UNDER THE 
EXHIBITION AREA, 

As A RESULT OF THE CaBO HALL EXPANSION WORK, 

THE TRAFFIC WILL BE IMPACTED AS FOLLOWS: 
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Su DE CoPY 

26. ADD: NE 

27. ADD: LARNED, CoNGREss 

RAMP CLOSED 

28. ADD: HOWARD & ABBOTT 
ALTERNATES 

29. ADD: OCTOBER-FEBRUARY 
CLOSURE 

Jo. ADD: sE RE-RouTED 

31, LODGE-ABILITY LOGO 

SCRIPT 

THE NORTHBOUND LODGE UNDER COBO HALL WILL BE 
CLOSED FROM THIS APRIL THROUGH FEBRUARY OF 

1989, THE SOUTHBOUND LANES WILL REMAIN OPEN 

DURING MOST OF THAT PERIOD, 

THE LARNED AND CONGRESS RAMPS ARE ALREADY 

CLOSED AND WILL BE THROUGHOUT 1987 AND 1988. 

THE PREFERRED ALTERNATES ARE THE HOWARD 

STREET EXIT INSTEAD OF LARNED AND THE 

ABBOTT STREET ON-RAMP INSTEAD oF CoNGREss. 

ALL TRAFFIC UNDER CaBO HALL WILL BE CLOSED 
OFF FROM OCTOBER OF 1987 THROUGH FEBRUARY 

OF 1988, FOR ERECTIN& STEEL OVER THE 
FREEWAY. 

WHEN THAT WORK IS COMPLETED, THE SOUTHBOUND 

TRAFFIC WILL BE RE-ROUTED ONTO THE NEW 

NORTHBOUND PAVEMENT BENEATH CaBO HALL, UNTIL 
FEBRUARY OF 1989, 

To MINIMIZE IMPACT ON DRIVERS, THE MICHIGAN 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION'S 

•LoDGE-ABILITY" PROGRAM HAS BEEN DEVELOPED, 

SPECIAL LODGE-ABILITY FEATURES INCLUDE THE 
FOLLOWING: 
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SLrDE CoPY 

2. RUSH-HOUR TOW!NG 

SERV!CE MAP 

33. LoDGE-ABrLrTY HOTLINE: 

93-LODGE 

)4, SPEC!AL EVENTS 

• 35, TRAF F! C 

ScRrPT 

Tow TRUCK ASSISTANCE W!LL BE PROVIDED. 

DUR!NG RUSH HOURS, ON THE [-75. [-96 

AND SOUTHFIELD FREEWAYS TO HANDLE 

DISABLED VEHICLES DUR!NG THE LODGE 

RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT. TRUCKS W!LL ASS!ST 

MOTORISTS ON THE FREEWAY SHOULDER OR W!LL 

TOW VEHICLES TO THE SERVICE DR!VE. Tow 

TRUCK PERSONNEL W!LL REMA!N W!TH THE 
MOTORIST UNT!L POL!CE OR OTHER ASSISTANCE 
ARR!VES, 

TrMELY rNFORMATroN ABOUT THE LoDGE 

RECONSTRUCT! ON PROJECT, ! NCLUD! NG COBO HALL 

RELATED CLOSURES, CAN BE OBTAINED BY CALLING 

THE 24-HOUR LODGE-AB!L!TY HOTLINE .• 93-LQDGE. 

TRAVEL !NTO DOWNTOWN DETROIT FOR SPECIAL 

EVENTS -- TrGER BASEBALL, RED WrNGS HOCKEY, 

CONCERTS AND SHOWS AT JoE Lours. COBO ARENA, 

FORD AUD!TOR!UM AND !N THE NEW CENTER AREA 

lv!LL NOT BE S!GN!F!CANTLY AFFECTED BY THE 

LODGE RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT, BECAUSE MOST 

OF THESE EVENTS OCCUR !N THE EVEN!NG OR ON 

WEEKENDS, THE ALTERNATE ROUTES AND THE OPEN 

SECT!ON OF THE LODGE W!LL BE ABLE TO 
ACCOMMODATE MOTORISTS, 

THERE ARE TWO OTHER OPT!ONS FOR MOTORISTS 

WHO ALSO W!SH TO CONSERVE A L!TTLE ENERGY 

DUR!NG THE LODGE RECONSTRUCTION. 
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SLIDE Copy 

j6, BUS LOCATIONS 

37. THE MoTOR-LODGE 
963-L!BUS 

8, SPLIT SCREEN: 

SEMTA & DDOT BUS 

39, VAN POOL 

L!O, RIDESHARE NUMBER 

ScRIPT 

fiRST, THE MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF 

TRANSPORTATION WILL PROVIDE SPECIAL WEEKDAY 
EXPRESS BUS SERVICE -- MoTOR-LODGE, 

THE BUSSES WILL DEPART FROM THE PARK 'N' 

RIDE LOT AT 11 MILE AND LAHSER AND THE 

DETROIT ARTILLERY ARMORY ON 8 MILE EAST OF 

GREENFIELD, THERE WILL BE DROP-OFF POINTS 

IN THE NEW CENTER AREA, THE UNIVERSITY/ 

MEDICAL CENTER COMPLEX AND DOWNTOWN DETROIT, 

A SPECIAL MOTOR-LODGE HOTLINE. 963-L!BUS, 

HAS INFORMATION ABOUT THE SERVICE. BROCHURES 

ABOUT THE MoToR-LODGE EXPRESS BUS SERVICE 

ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE SoUTHEAST MICHIGAN 

CouNCIL oF GovERNMENTS AND MOST MAJOR 

EMPLOYERS IN THE LoDGE CoRRIDOR, 

IN ADDITION. BOTH THE SEMTA. SouTHEASTERN 

MICHIGAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY AND THE 

DETROIT DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION WILL 

PROVIDE EXPANDED SERVICE IN THE LODGE 
CoRRIDOR, 

A SECOND OPTION IS TO JOIN A CAR OR VAN 

POOL. RIDESHARE IS A FREE, COMPUTERIZED 

CARPOOL AND VANPOOL RIDER MATCHING SERVICE, 

You CAN REACH RIDESHARE BY CALLING 

963-R!DE, THIS SERVICE WILL MATCH MOTORISTS 

WITH OTHER COMMUTERS WHO LIVE AND WORK NEAR 
THEM, AREA EMPLOYERS ALSO WORK WITH 

RIDESHARE TO HELP EMPLOYEES ARRANGE CAR OR 
VAN POOLS, 
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SLIDE CoPY 

l, MOOT LOGO AND 

PHONE NUMBER 

42. BROCHURES 

43. ADD: APRIL 11 

.44, ADD: JULY 22 

45, ADD: JULY 27 

46. ADD: NovEMBER 4 

ScRIPT 

SOMETIMES, THERE ARE PROBLEMS FOR HOMEOWNERS 

OR BUSINESSES IN A CONSTRUCTION AREA, THE 

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION HAS 

APPOINTED A CITIZENS REPRESENTATIVE, OR 

OMBUDSMAN, TO THE LODGE RECONSTRUCTION 
PROJECT, THE OMBUDSMAN,· WALTER WASHINGTON, 

MAY BE REACHED AT 569-3993, 

SPECIAL BROCHURES ARE AVAILABLE TO HELP 

MOTORISTS DURING LODGE RECONSTRUCTION, THE 

BROCHURES CONTAIN COLOR-CODED MAPS OF 

ALTERNATE ROUTES AND OTHER IMPORTANT 

INFORMATION, INCLUDING TELEPHONE NUMBERS 

FOR RrDESHARE. MOOT EXPREss BUS SERVICE. 

THE MOOT OMBUDSMAN. AND THE LODGE-ABILITY 

HOTLINE, THERE ARE DIFFERENT BROCHURES FOR 

THE DOWNTOWN, NEW CENTER AND 

UNIVERSITY/CULTURAL AREAS, AS WELL AS AN 
AREAWIDE MAP VERSION, 

A FINAL REMINDER ABOUT SOME IMPORTANT 
CLOSURE DATES: 

ON SATURDAY, APRIL 11, THE NORTHBOUND LANES 

BETWEEN GRISWOLD AND 7 MILE ROAD WILL BE 
CLOSED, 

THE NORTHBOUND LANES WILL REOPEN TO TRAFFIC 
IN LATE JULY, 

THE SOUTHBOUND LANES FROM 7 MILE TO ]-75 
WILL CLOSE ONE WEEK LATER, 

]N EARLY NOVEMBER, THE SOUTHBOUND LANE WILL 
REOPEN TO TRAFFIC, 
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17 ART WOf{l( 

48. TITLE SLIDE 

ScRrrT 

WE ARE ALL LOOKING FORWARD TO A NEW LODGE 

-- SMOOTH, LONG LASTING PAVEMENT; WIDER AND 

SAFER SHOULDERS; IMPROVEMENTS IN THE 

DRAINAGE SYSTEM; AND, NEW LANDSCAPING TO 
MAKE THE DRIVE MORE PLEASANT. 

REMEMBER THE NEW LODGE - IT's WHAT WE'VE 
ALL BEEN WAITING FOR,,, 
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SECflONH 
Public Service Announcements 
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Public Service Announcements 
Radio and television public service announcements were prepared for both years 

of the reconstruction project. A local advertising agency was subcontracted to 
design the televison spots, .and a local public relations agency developed the radio 
spots. During both years, the announcements were built around the Lodge• ability 
theme. The thrust of the announcements was to keep motorists aware of 
reconstruction work including closures and re-openings of north and southbound 
lanes, available alternate routes and the 93-LODGE hotlines. 
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10 -second 

20-second 

30-second 

~--- ---- --~~~----- ---~-~--~--~--------

PR ASSOCIATES, INC. 
Counselors in Communi' :1tior1" 

1600 1\>nuhs(Ot Building 
Detroit, Mkhigan 48226-4172 
(313) 963-3396 

"lodge·ability" returns on April 11th, That's when the Northbound 

Lodge closes for repaving. The Southbound lodge remains open for 

Southbound traffic only. lodge-ability: make it work for you! 

"lodge· abi 1 ity" returns on Apri 1 11th. That's when the Northbound 

Lodge closes for repaving. Northbound motorists can take the 

Jeffries, Grand River, Woodward Avenue -- even 1-75, depending on 

destination. The Southbound Lodge will remain open for Southbound 

traffic only lodge-ability: Make it work for you. Call 

93-LODGE. 

"lodge· abi 1 i ty" returns on April 11th. That's when the Northbound 

lodge closes for three months of repaving. Northbound motorists 

can take the Jeffries, Grand River, Woodward Avenue -- even I-75, 

depending on destination. The Southbound Lodge remains open for 

business-as-usual but to Southbound traffic only! let's face 

it: half-a-lodge is better than none! lodge-ability: Make it 

work for you. Call 93-LODGE, remember, 93-LODGE. 
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PR ASSOCIATES, INC. 
Counselors in ( :ommunil·atiom 

1600 1\-nobs<OI Building 
D•.troil, Michigan 48226-4172 
(313) 963-3396 

Durinq Closure: We're Half-Open 

10-seconc1 

20-seconc1 

30-second 

REM! NDER TO 110TOR I STS: The lodge Freeway is not closed -- it's 

just temporarily half-open. Driving to do~mtown Detroit is 

business-as-usual when you use the Southbound Lodge! 

REMINDER TO MOTORISTS: The lodge Fre.eway is not closed -- it's 

just temporarily half-open. We've closed the Northbound side to 

make some "concrete solutions," but southbound 1 anes are open for 

business-as-usual. So, if you're driving to downtown Detroit 

still take the Southbound lodge. lodge-ability, make it work for 

you, call 93-LODGE. 

REMINDER TO ~10TORISTS: The lodge Freeway is not closed:· it's 

just temporarily half-open. We've closed the Northbound side to 

make some "concrete solutions," but southbound lanes are open for 

business-as-usual. Northbound drivers can take the Jeffries, 

Grand River, Hoodward· Avenue -- even I-75. But southbound drivers 

can just stay on the lodge. ReMember: Half-a-lodqe is better 

than none. "lodge-ability": make it work for you. Call 93-LOOGE 

for further information. 

*Can be used for both Northbounc1 and Southbound closings with appropriate shift 

in wording. 
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Television Public Service Announcements 

Television public service announcements (PSA's) were an important element of 
the Lodge • ability program. Because of the specialized nature of that medium of 
communication, an advertising agency was hired to create and produce the spots. 

1st Year 
Four spots were created in the first year, each emphasizing the Lodge • ability 

theme and promoting the 24-hour hotline, 93-LODGE. 
The "drainage" spot featured a woman walking down the shoulder of the Lodge 

freeway, explaining the reconstruction project-all the while being splashed by 
passing vehicles. In addition to promoting the hotline, she also emphasized (in a 
tongue-in-cheek manner) that "improved drainage" was one key improvement 
planned for "the new Lodge." 

The "pothole" spot featured an actor walking on the side of the freeway and sud
denly dropping into an apparent pothole. He then emerged to tell viewers about 
the motorist information campaign and the hotline. 

The "jackhammer" spot featured a woman talking about the project near a con
struction crew, generally her words being drowned out by the jackhammer-visual 
information carried the spot's basic message. 

The "new/old" spot used an artist's rendering of the new Lodge, set up next to 
the actual freeway with an actor playing the two views off one another while 
discussing the project. 

2nd Year 
Two spots were done in the second year, both using comedian Thorn Sharp (a 

native Detroiter with some local recognition). 
In the first spot he was riding in a vehicle and delivering a lyrical "rap" about the 

Lodge project. 
The second spot was done to make a very specific point. Informal feedback in

dicated that there was some confusion about the fact that only one side of the 
freeway would be closed at a time for construction. In this spot, Sharp delivered a 
running commentary about the project while visual effects split the screen and his 
head to make the "one side at a time" message clear. 

Humor was an important part of the PSA series, adding a light touch to the 
strong messages being delivered. The Deleeuw, Ferguson, Bashaw advertising 
agency wrote and produced the spots as part of its overall contract for both adver
tising and PSA support on the project. All four first-year spots were filmed on loca
tion next to the Lodge freeway on the first day of shoulder lane closure. Ac
celerated post-production work then had them ready for air early in the project. 

The second-year spots were filmed in a studio setting and were ready by the start 
of year two construction work. 

The full range of creative and production expertise at the agency was important 
in getting the spots done efficiently in terms of both time and cost. 
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SECTION I 
Brochures 
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Brochures 
Brochures were developed to provide motorists with important details about the 

reconstruction project. In the first year, 100,000 brochures were printed emphasiz
ing the overall construction project. During the second year, 650,000 brochures 
were printed and distributed. Four versions of this brochure were available, each 
highlighting a different section of Detroit: New Center area (a mid-town area of the 
city that is the location of the corporate headquarters for General Motors Cor
poration, and one of the area's major health care facilities, Henry Ford Hospital), 
the Central Business District, the University Cultural Center/Medical Center and 
the entire regional corridor. 

In addition, another brochure was developed to inform motorists about the 
availability of carpools and vanpools as alternatives for transportation. 
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Getting There: Business as Usual 
Alternate Routes 

Four ;1ltcrnate routes h;-~ve been designated 
hy the Michigan Department ofTransporta~ 
tion for motorists to hy-pass comtruction . 
,activity. The routes hetwccn downtown 
Detroit and the lodge Freeway intersections 
with either dw Southfield Freeway or 13 Mile 
Ro;1d ;1re color-,·uJed on hrnchure maps and 
tll1 dt•tour signs. The Yellow route follows 
thl" _kffric:-, Fn·cw;1y {I)-J(1) and Southfield 
Fn'L'I\';Jy; the Blue route is Grand River 
Al-l'llUL' anJ the Southfield Freeway; the 
C!rn·n route is Woodward Avenue and 8 
Mile Road; and, the Brown route is l-75 
north and 8 Mile Road. 

Each route is clearly marked with color
l\llkd detour signs (see diagram on reverse 
side). Traffic lights nn Grand River and 
Wnodward are timed to smooth traffic flow 
in the same directkm as construction (north
hound from April to July, southbound from 
July to Nowmher). Motorists should always 
usc rhe open side of the Lodge Fr€eway 
because traffic lights on alternate routes 
timed in one direction will slow traffic in the 
opposite direction, 

lodge-ability '87 
Phone Directory 

Lodge Hotline 93-LODGE 

RideS hare 

;Motor Lodge 
· · Express Bus Info 

Detroit Bus Info 

SEMT A Bus Info 

963-RlDE 

96HBUS 

933-1300 

962-5515 

MDOT Ombudsman 569·3993 

Speakers Bureau 961-4266 

Detroit Municipal 
Parking Authority 224·0300 

Central 
Business 
District 
Map 

Special Events: 
No Special Problems 

Downtown Detroit is rich in cultural and 
recrt•ational opportunities: the Tigers and 
Red Wings, concerts and ice shows, ethnic 
festivals, Boh-Lo excursions, the symphony, 
International Frt'edom Festival and 
fireworks, Grand Prixr New Center Area 
theatre district, the Detroit lnstitutt.· of Arts 
and other cultural institutions, Greektown 
and Rivertown, great restaurants, art ex
hibits and other attractions. 

Most of those special events make use of 
the freeway system at night and on 
weekends-exactly the times when plenty of 
extra capacity is available on the alternate 
routes. Know in advance which alternate 
route is best for your travel needs. Quite like
ly, your trip will only take a few minutes 
more than if the Lodge were open both 
ways. Remember, one side of the Lodge is 
always open-for southbound traffic from 
April to July and for northbound traffic from 

Lot of Capacity 
on Alternates 

All four alternate route;; do have unused 
traffic capacity during rush hour that, taken 
together, about matches the displaced Lodge 
peak traffic vo!umt'. During non-rush 
periods, each altcrn<Jte route has available 
even greater unused raracity, making travel 
easy and reasonably simibr in timt' ro the 
Lodge Freeway itself. 

Detail maps :lrl' :n·ai!ahll' 
fur tfll' Cl'ntraf Businl'~s 

Di~trid, NL"\1" Ct'tltL-r 

An•a, llniiTrsitv/( :ufturaf 
C:t·ntcr/MeJi,:af CL"nler 

mt·a :1nd thL" fuf! luJgl' 
fn•t·way rL"gionuf corriJor. 

Central 
Business 
District 
Map 
INSIDE )liiio-

July to November. 
RideS hare 

During the Lodge reconstruction, one ex
cellent way to cope with traffic is through car 
or vanpooling-thousands of motorists 
already save gas, maintenance and wear and 
tear on their vchides in car or vanpools. 
Motorists can explore their "pool ability" 
through RideShare, the free, computerized 

carpool and vanpool rider matching service 
of SEMCOG, the Southeast Michigan 
Council of Governments. That service 
matches commuters who live and work near 
each other. 

For ;1Jditimwl information ;1hout the 
RiJ~,-·Shnrc progr<nns, vnll lJ6 l-RIDE. 

Motor Lodge Express Bus Service 
A fleet of 9 busses provides express service 

between Southfield and downtown Detroit 
during Lodge reconstruction work in 1987. 
Busses travel on weekdays between two 
Southfield locations and various stops in the 
New Center, university/medica! center and 
Centra! Business District. Southfield Park 'n' 
Ride sites are at ll Mile Road and Lahser as 
well as the Detroit Artillery Armory on 8 
Mile Road, just east of Greenfield. Schedule 
information is available by calling 963~4BUS 
and is posted in many office buildings along 
the Lodge corridor. 

In addition, SEMT A supplements service 
on several of its commuter lines from the 
Southfield and Farmington areas through 
the New Center and university/medical 
renter areas to downtown Detroit. SEMTA 
schedule information is available at 
962-5515. 

The Detroit Department of T ransporta
tion also has routes serving stops along the 
Lodge corridor between downtown and the 
Northland area. Route information is 
available at 913-1300. 



[I] Alternate 
~Routes 

During the> JUS7 r<.'c"C>n~trudic>n wPrk <1n the> Lodge 
Freewav, mowri~t,; will nco:J ''' u>c their Lodgc•al:-ilitv lw 
effectively and .:ffkit'nrlv u;ing av;oil~l--k ;~lro:rnate r0Ut<."s. 

Thi~ mar identifies the four alrernntc route~. using wlor 
codes. !l.-1owrists mav tra..:e rheir nwn roun.•s ro those 
detours using the rna)'. \1owrisr~ $hDuld also pav careful 
atrendon to the :'r'<'dal instru.;ric'n hoxe:o ro make rhe be->t 
use of various traffic ortions whkh mav not be obvious ro 
the mororist unfamiliar with the Lodge corridor and it~ 
various streets anJ n,aJs. Kev Je.:ision roims are iden
tified bv dors and ..:onne-.:reJ co the spe~ial instruction 
boxes describing orrions the motorist> rna~; use to reach or 
leave rhose specific areas. 

Rosa Parb Boulevard :sa key a.:.:er.. .,.omt 
w downrown Dert('J!, pamcularlv rhe Joe 
Louis Arena and Cobo Hall areas. T raffi.; 
exinng ar Rosa Parks Boulevard rna> take 
Mkf1igan into Jowntou:n De<roir; may lJSe 
Fcm S<reet into downtown Detroit; or. rna<' 
use Wesr jefferson into tf1e Joe Louts Ar~na 
rarking garage. 

Enrronc·~ '''the· C.,h._, H~ll rar~ingg"'"~" 
"'ll be• nffc•ctcJ b, '·"'''U> ''"~"' ,,f C<>hc> 
H<ill rcc<>n<<ructB'n. :\"-,~- w the garogc· 

Central Business District 

T ,.,ft":, lc·;o<·in~ Ttl'~' St;tJium Jurinl' 
twr<hbnut1J <'c'lt-tcu.-ti<'l\ m~v U't' 

~hclu):mt :\wmJc' !<> R'"" Pork> B<lulc-\'"tJ 
t<• rh,· Yd],,". 1-~ J~t<'ur t<'Ul<': mnv u."· 
Trumbull t><mh '" rhc· Blue· C;r:mJ R"·~r 
"hcmntc· n>utc•; mnv ll>~ Mio:hi~an w Liwr· 
""'' w rh~ Blue nrnnJ Riwr Jct<'ur: "'· 
m.w U>~ \lt,ht~an '" .S..•uthfidJ w dw 
L<>J,w Fn·c~<-nt·. 

"'"·rol 
<'J.'llun< (or ),•,vin~ wut~: !ra!T:c rna\' 
c·~ir J.U~o ''"'" J-U4 w Trumr-ull-,,urhb,,unJ 
ro rh~ ><aJium; mnv c·~it at R'"" Park> 
Buul~<·arJ inw rhc• >radium nr~a: rna> c•xir 
c>nr,, the• L•>dBC' nnJ ""'' rhc H"warJ Strc·~t 
c·~it '"'" th~ >tadium nrcn. 
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Larned Lwh:ch w:ll be o.n>-<>·WO\' -rrccr rcm
['t>torilvl.ln m<J-),1.-, 'l new rcrmancnt en· 
rrance tc> <he c.,h,, Hall rark:ng ~ara~c wdl 
,·,r~n <'If Wo•hin~wn B<'ulc< orJ, JU•t '"uth 
n( LnrncJ. Thrnu~h·••:t 1~~7 anJ ~~~·', rh,· 
rrct<:rr~d n>urc· '"' L.·J~c -'""''''A::! he· rhc· 
H"warJ Srrccr cx:r '"urh rn F<'rt Street, 
then co•t ""Em t•> \X'o-i-l:n~wn flnulc·,·urJ 
to Larm•J luntd rn:J-Jul·:l "' r!oc· m·w ,,. 
tra~.~ "" \l:'.,,ft,n~r"n flnulc-\orJ 
lnftc• m•J·Ju!d 

Rco.:hinu C•hn Ha:: ,,~,f t"'"'"~ Will 

2:~e~~:~.~~~~~'~r~;;~~· ·~:-~;; ~::.~~J~~:~~\~,::~~ 
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cd m•"t co•d-. \LO Scc-•"J .1nJ TlwJ 

m••tnrH• 'A;;; u•<· :he 
cXl! r"m; k f,,, Srrcc·r, 1<-ft •>n 

r:~ht un clfhr 5c,pnJ nr Th:rJ t,. 

r,rk:n~ f"r .,,.,,nl cc·~m' at the )<>t Lou:' 
Arc· no will alwav- 1-oc nvnliahlc '"'" rhc LoJgc 
Frc<''-'"' '- }<>e lc•u:- Arc•nn cx>r-rhot ramp 
"dl Jurmg all rhn"·' <>I nm· 

tl'.<'tPrl't' hc•aJcJ tn 
'····•'· ••rhc- l·i'i 1-~t> Ydl<>w 

LN' "~:he Rn'a Park-
1\,.-a r.,b fl,ub·orJ 

11nJ kfr ah>ng rhar '""'' 
An·nn li.:ra~e·, "'''t 

/ 

Th~ AC.hott Srrccr entrance• ''' the• Lt>dg~ 
Frc-.:wnY will he• <'['<'n rhr<lughc>ur ,·,>nsrruc· 
t"'"· Hc>we<-cr, fmm Arnl 11 ,,, julv ~2. 
thnr ~nrron.:c will ha\'C <'nlv nm· b"~ ,,( 
rrafflc-w dthcr the we>rb,,unJ l-i'i rurn"ff 
f<lT rhc Yell<'w route• '" tn ea>rh>u"d 1.;:;, 

S<_,mhbc>,nd L.>dge traffic to the WinJ.<or 
Tunnd •f1ould u'e the Yellow J.<J6 JetolJr 
and the Lodge ro Jeffer>on w the tl.lnnel. 
Exce;>rion: O:t<1h.:r, 1%7 through Fehruary, 
lUSS-a\1 rraf!k l.lnd~r Cohc> Hall will be.;],,.. 
ed f,,, comrruc't:t>n wnrk: Jurmg that nme, 
trafik on the <<llJthh,und Lt>dg; >h<'uld u;e 
l-75 "' l-37'5 on the""" >ide ofDerwit, then 
we>thounJ Jeffer<on '''the tunnd. 

To ass!St mmom« unfamihar wit!-, rravel 
i" the Lodge corndor. the Mkhisan 
Deparrmem o( Transporta<ion f1as color· 
coded the four recommended alternate 
roures for use during 19Bi'o .-.:construction 
wor~ on the Lodg<: Fr«way. Eacf1 of tf1~ 

~%~1~~ r~o~h": .,::;~pi: .t'J:f.~~~~~y. ~~~~ 
panel at tf1e top corresponding to color 
coding of th~ routes on this map. The four 
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IIIII Brown-!·?; and S !1.-lile Road; 
II Blue-GTand RLwr and S<>utf1field 

frt.'t."W~\'; 
0Grccn-\l:'oodward and S !1.1,\e 

R<>ad. 

._A Color arrows on this map are NOT 
one-way srr= indicators-the a!Tt)W1; !dentif,,. 
u~fulaccess to the fol.lr alternate routes; ar
rO""S are color-coded to match each d~<our 

Northb_ound _ dpnl-July 

&:c·ause Jefferson a~'~' to tf1e mmhbound 
Lodg~ Fteo:wa,· ;, dosed under Cobo Hall un
til lq8q, trnffic ~xlfin~ rhe Wind.<.Or Tunn~l 
heaJeJ f<>r the nnrthhc>l.lnd Lodge •hnuld 
tlJm ~"'' un jdfc-r.«>n tc\ l->75. up l-375 t<1 
Wt:>th.\und r.;:; Fwm April 11 "'late Julv, 
'''nfLnU\' l1n r.;-; "' 1-<lt- to the· Sl1urhfidd 
Frccwov w the LoJ~e. \\'he" n<>rrf1hc>unJ 
L>Jge rec>fl'.'n< ::1 iate )ul,-, rraffic mav exi< l-15 
J"ecrlv ""''' nnrthhou"d Lc>dll>'. 



l11 ]tJ/17, llaV<'Inl'lll <Hl the )0-ycar-tlldJohn 

·. Lndgc Fn·nvay (l J.S. 10) will hi' removed 
a11d 1ww p<lwment instnlleJ. Borh north
l""lnd ;111J southbound will he repaved, 

1-7') in downtown Detroit to Meyers in 
11u~l hwest Octroit, a total of 8. 7 miles. In ad
dition., improvements will be made in the 
drainage system and bridges will be built or 
rebuilt ar Davison and Livernois. In 1986, 
the shoulders in that same section were com
pletely rebuilt, widening the shoulder itself 
;HJd <Jdding u sufety barrier at shoulder's 
edge. 

One Side Detours-Other 
Side Remains Open 

Repaving the Lodge means dosing only 
tllll' side of the freeway at a time. First, the 
northbound lanes will close on April 11, 
from C:iriswold in downtown Detroit out to 7 
Mile RP<KL All northbound traffic will be 
detoured on four alternate routes. During 
th:H time, the southbound lanes will remain 
fu!ly open nnd useable for southbound traf-

Project Description 
fie. In late July, the northhmmd Lodge will 
re-open with its new pavenH'llt in plan· (tlf 
northbound traffic. A week later, the south
bounJ lanes will close, from 7 Mile Roud to 
!-75, and all southbound traffic wi!l he 
detoured to those four alternate routes. 

Thus, drivers will always have one direc
tion of the Lodge open for their usc. Four ex
cellent alternate routes arc available for 
detouring trafftc away from the dosed side 
during reconstruction. 

Cobo Hall Expansion 
As a purt of the City of Detoit's major ex

p<Jnsion of Coho Hall, the Lodge Freeway 
must be lowered beneath Coho Hall. As a 
result: the Larned exit .and Congress en
trance ramps are dosed throughout 1987; 
traffic to Coho Hall parking will be re
directed during the year; and, a!\ traffic 
under Cobo Hall will be dosed in late 1987 
for steel erection work. (See Reconstruction 
Calendar for Jetails). 

Special 
"Lodge·ability '87" 

Provisions 
A number of steps to help motorists dur

ing the Lodge reconstruction arc speHed out 
in this brochure, including four color-coded 
designated alternate routes for by-passing 
construction; express bus service; RideShar
ing support; and, tow truck assistance on 
freeway alternate routes during rush hours. 
Construction progress and motorist informa
tion is also available daily hy dialing the 
Lodge hotline: 93-LODGE. 

A Brand New Freeway 
When 1987's work is completed, the Lodge 

will he a state-of-the-art urban freeway, with 
new pavement, wider and safer shoulders 
and improved drainage. New landscaping 
will be completed during 1988. 

1987 Reconstruction Calendar 
April 11 

Nort hhound Lodge doses from Woodward and 
(Jri~wnld to 7 Mile Road entmnce mmp, with Ah

·Jtl L'ntram-c ramp avr~ilablc for Ydlow detour 
. )Jte. 

-JUly 
New rr~mp to Coho Hall rooftop parking is com

pleted <ll Third and Congress, reached from Lodge 
\'ia Howard Street exit to Fort Street to Third 
Slrl'l'l to ramp (old roof parking r;1mp from Lodge 
, l(1~c~ j>crmalwntly). 
july 

Nurthhound Lodge re-opens t\l traffk beginning 
wi1h Ahhott and Bagley entrance ramps. (Lanes 
still rlo~ed beneath Cohn Hall). 

july 
Southhound Lodge doses from 7 Mile Road to 

1-75. Most downtown-bound trnffic will he routed 
to Southfield or 8 Mile Road to access all four 
alternatl' routes (Southfield to Yellow and Blue 
routes; 8 Mile Road to Green or Brown routes). 

August 
New Coho Hnl! parking entrance opens on 

Washington Boulevard, readwd from Lodge via 
Howard Street exit to Fort Street to Washington 
Boulevard. · 

October 
All traffic lr~ncs under Coho Hall dosed for stcd 

erection work. 

Detroit's lodge Freeway Alternate Routes 

LEGEND 

8 11 11 II Iii ~~~~nslrucUon 

..... ~::!~~aled 
Iii e e e Alternate 

Routes 

November 
Southbound Lodge re-opens from 7 Mile to 

1-75 (Lodge still closed under Coho Hall). 

February 1988 
Southbound Lodge re-opens under Coho Hall 
(using new northbound pavement~northhound 
still dosed under Coho Hall). 

February 1989 
Coho Ha!lcxpansion completed. Lodge opens to 

traffir in both directions beneath new Coho Hall. 

Tow Truck Service 
Free tow truck service will be provided by 

the Michigan Department of Transportation 
on the Jeffries/ Southfield freeways (Y el!ow 
route) and the 1-75 freeway portion of the 
Brown route, during applicable rush hours . 
Truck personnel will help motorists on the 
freeway shoulder or haul vehicles to a surface 
road-personnel will remain with the 
motorist until police or other help arrives. 
Trucks will rarry ~mn!l qwmtirivs of gasoline 
(, 1r tl.~e hy mt ltt 1risrs. 

Traffic Hotline: 
93-LODGE 

Current construction information and 
traffic changes are available by dialing the 
Lodge ability Hotline,_93-LODGE, 24-hours 
per day. 
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Telephone Hotline 
The telephone hotline, 93-LODGE, ran 24-hours a day, giving up-to-the-minute 

information about construction and traffic on the Lodge. The taped message was 
updated on an "as needed" basis, often more than once a day. The hotline was 
available throughout the entire two-year program and received an average of 850 to 
I ,000 calls per month. An additional hotline was also available for the 
Motor< Lodge express bus service. 

Following are the messages that were recorded in 1987 when the northbound 
lanes closed on April 11 and when the lanes reopened in mid-July, followed by 
closures of the southbound lanes. 
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Recorded April 11, 1987 

Northbound 1 anes of the Lodge Freeway are now c 1 osed, from Gri swo 1 d and 

Jefferson in downtown Detroit to 7 Mi 1 e Road. In downtown, the Abbott 

entrance ramp is available for access to the 1-75 and 1-96 detour. Traffic 

lights on the Grand River and Woodward detour routes have been re-timed to 

smooth outbound traffic from 9 a.m. to 6 a.m. Those lights will be re-cycled 

each day for the 6 a.m. to 9 a.m. inbound rush hour traffic. Southbound 

Livernois traffic will now turn left to reach the southbound Lodge freeway 

the regular right turn on-ramp will be closed during northbound 

construction. Motorists are advised to use the four alternate routes, which 

are color coded. The all-freeway yellow route is l-75 to the Jeffries to the 

Southfield freeway. The brown route uses 1-75 north to Eight Mile Road, then 

west to the Lodge. The blue route uses Grand River Avenue to the Southfield 

freeway. The green route uses Woodward Avenue to Eight Mi 1 e Road. Traffic 

for downtown events hockey and baseball games, concerts, ethnic 

festivals, restaurants and the like -- will find excellent capacit·ies on 

those detour routes at night and on weekends --there will be no significant 

delays for Lodge reconstruction. Remember, also, that the southbound Lodge 

is fully open for southbound traffic. One way of each round trip on the 

Lodge will be normal useage of the open side. Commuters might want to learn 

more about the t~otor-Lodge express bus service by calling 963-4BUS or about 

car and van pooling by calling 963-RIDE. That's 963-4BUS and 963-RIDE. 

Northbound Lodge will remain c 1 osed unti 1 1 ate July. Unti 1 then, use your 

Lodge-ability while we are waiting for the brand new Lodge freeway. 

######### 
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Recorded July 16, 1987 

You have reached the Lodge hotline. 

The northbound Lodge is now open from Abbott northward. The Lodge 

remains closed underneath Cobo Hall. 
The southbound lanes of the Lodge are now closed for reconstruction from 

7 t~il e Road to I -75. Four co 1 or-coded a 1 ternate routes are recommended for 

by-passing the southbound construction area. They are: 

The blue route using Southfield Freeway or major surface roads to 

Grand River. Traffic lights on Grand River are timed to smooth traffic flow 

into downtown Detroit except for the afternoon rush hour period from 3 - 6 

p.m.; 

The yellow route using Telegraph or the Southfield Freeway to the 

Jeffries, 1-96 into downtown. Motorists heading for Tiger Stadium or Joe 

Louis Arena should consider exiting at Rose Parks to Fort, West Jefferson or 

Michigan; 

The green route using 8 Mi 1 e Road to Woodward Avenue. Like Grand 

River, the traffic lights on Woodward have been adjusted to smooth inbound 
traffic except for the afternoon rush hour, and 

The brown route using 8 Mile Road to the Southbound 1-75 Freeway. 

The Southbound Service Drive between Warren and Forest is also closed 
temporarily. 

Car or vanpool information is available at 963-RIDE. Both SEMTA and the 

Detroit Department of Transportation run supp 1 emented service a 1 o 1 ng the 

Lodge cor-ridor. Call SEMTA for information at 962-5515, and the Detroit 

Depa1·tment of Transportation at 933-1300. Thank you for ca 11 i ng the Lodge 
hotline. 
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Recorded May 19, 1987 

MOTOR LODGE EXPRESS BUS SERVICE 

r~oor' s ~~otorlodge express busses are now in service. The Greyhound busses 

depart from two locations: the park and ride lot on 11 Mile Road west of 

Lahser and the Detroit Artillery Armory 1 ot 1 ocated on 8 Mi 1 e Road eastof 

Greenfi e 1 d. Fare on the Motor lodge express busses is $2 each way. Both 

schedules and tickets are available from ticket offices at those departure 

sites. The busses make stops in the New Center Area; the Cultural 

Center/Medical Center Area and in downtown Detroit. Busses depart beginning 

at 6 a.m. each weekday morning. Return schedules are available on the 

busses. Again both schedules and tickets are available at the two ticket 

offices: 11 Mile and Lahser and 8 Mile east of Greenfield. If you need 

additional information about Motorlodge, inc 1 udi ng speci a 1 provisions for 

handicapped riders, call Greyhound at 353-2870 or 353-3090 during normal 

business hours. Additional bus service along the Lodge corridor is also 

available through regular service provided by the Detroit Department of 

Transportation, 933-1300 and SEMTA at 962-5515. Once again, those numbers 

are Greyhound- 353-2870 or 353-3090; DDOT- 933-1300 and SEMTA- 962-5515. 

Thank you for calling the Motorlodge Hotline. 

### 
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Tow Trucks 
To ease the congestion on the Lodge and alternate routes, a free tow truck service 

was available to stranded cars. Its purpose was to eliminate potential traffic jams as 
soon as possible. About I 00 stranded cars per week were assisted (free gas, jump 
start) or towed off the Lodge and alternate freeways. All of those who needed the 
service said it was excellent or good in the second survey. 
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11 lodge Freeway 
11 Re-Construction 

Contacts: Project Information: Brenda Peek-Redhead (313) 569-3993 
Public Information: Donn Shelton (313) 961-4266 
MOOT Information: Tom Shawver (517) 373-2160 

Apri 1 1, 1986 

Tow trucks will quickly come to the aid of motorists whose car or truck 

breaks down or r·uns out of gas on the John Lodge (US-10) Freeway this spring 

and summer. 
It will be a free service furnished by the Michigan Department of 

Transportation (MOOT) and the contractor during construction work on the 

freeway. 
The service is designed to keep traffic moving as smoothly as possible 

while the outside lanes are closed for widening the shoulders and 

construction of safety walls on the outside edge of the shoulders. 

1\ tow truck owned by the B & T Tow Service wi 11 patrol the northbound 

freeway 24 hours a day, seven days a week during constnJct ion on the 

northbound stretch of the freeway running from I-75 north to Wyoming Avenue. 

Another truck will patrol the southbound freeway when work starts on that 

side of the freeway May 19. 

The state's contract with Midwest Bridge Co. of Wi 11 i ams1~oq a I so 

requires the company to have additional trucks on stand-by at alI c1mes, in 

addition to a heavy-duty wrecker available in case of truck breakdowns. 

"The tow trucks will be on constant patrol so motorists are urged to 

stay in their cars if they have a breakdown or run out of gas," said Paul J. 

Garceau, construction engineer for MOOT's Metro District. Unoccupied 

vehicles will not have the customary 48 hours before they are towed away. 

Because of construction, such vehic 1 es will be towed immediately. 

The truck drivers will fw-nish two gallons of gas at no charge to 

vef1icles that have run out of fuel. They will tow disabled vehicles off the 

freeway and radio for assistance, staying with the disabled vehicle until 

help arrives. 

The blue and grey trucks will be specially identified on the roof for 

easy identification by helicopeter traffic-reporting pilots. 

''All this will help keep traffic disruptions to a minimum throughout the 

course of the project,'' said Garceau. 
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B & T, he said, is the same tow service retained by State Po 1 ice for 

their Detroit freeway patrol. 

During the 1986 construction season, all three lanes on the southbound 

freeway will be open during the morning rush hours -- from 6 A.M. to 9 A.M. 

-- and a 11 three 1 anes on the northbound freeway wi 11 be open during the 

evening rush hour -- from 4 P.M. to 6:30 P.M. The freeway will also be fully 

open for special events such as the Grand Prix auto race in downtown 

Detroit. 

From spring to fa 11 of 1987, the freeway wi 11 be fully c 1 osed -- one 

direction at a time -- for replacement of the pavement. 

######################## 
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Evaluation & Recommendations 

The following section considers each of the elements of the Motorist Information 
program: 

~campaign theme 
~media relations support 
~print materials 
~public service 

announcements 
~project management 

~advertising 

~promotion 

~speakers bureau 
~monitoring and evaluation 

Each element and its work products are evaluated. In addition, specific recommen
dations are made about what would be useful for similar projects in Michigan and 
elsewhere. 

Overall Project 
Evaluation: The "Lodge•ability" communications program was an unqualified 

success. It had two basic goals: 1) to keep traffic moving throughout reconstruction 
of the Lodge Freeway; and, 2) to make certain motorists in the Lodge corridor 
knew what was happening and when so they could keep moving through the con
struction work. A central reality to the communications program was the fact that 
it was a balanced and comprehensive effort. It would be difficult, if not impossible, 
to single out individual elements that made the program a success, Rather, a variety 
of communications techniques blended together to produce the success of this total 
program. 

The final evaluation was simple: the traffic kept moving. It did so because the 
motorists did know what was happening and did know when it was happening. 
They coped. 

Recommendations: Motorists are intelligent and adaptable~they will cope with 
construction areas when given advance notice. A balanced communication pro
gram is important. A major first step is audience analysis ~ understanding who 
uses the freeway and for what purposes. During Lodge reconstruction, three 
distinct audiences had to be targeted for communication: 1) commuter traffic from 
suburban areas into downtown Detroit as well as from Detroit to suburban 
workplaces; 2) the discretionary users who attend sports and cultural events in 
downtown Detroit, patronize downtown retail businesses and seek their health 
care there; and, 3) corridor residents, who use the freeway for short trips within 
their community. Various elements of the communication program reached all of 
those audiences while other elements targeted specific audiences, hence the need 
for a comprehensive program. Important to that process is having one or more 
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communications professionals who are "users" of the freeway being worked on, a 
person or persons able to translate design and construction elements into traffic im
pact based on their own user experience. That may not always be possible in every 
project, but it was a most valuable element of the Lodge communications effort. 

Theme 
Evaluation: The project communications team caught "lightening in a bottle" 

when its advertising agency/subcontractor coined the word "Lodge• ability." The 
word "Lodge• ability" came to mean eliminating traffic congestion and was used 
frequently by local media. The phrase caught on instantly with the media and the 
motoring public and became a very helpful communications tool. Not every (in fact, 
maybe few) construction projects will lend themselves that readily to word or 
phrase building. But it is well worth some intense creative time to come up with 
such a word or phrase because it drives the ease of communication. The project 
also adopted a color-"highway sign" yellow-for its printed materials, advertising 
and other visual products. Again, that color helped to tie together various elements 
of the project so that the comprehensive nature of the program was enhanced. The 
campaign also used a visual logo, a specially designed block L as the first letter in 
Lodge which was treated as a logo, by itself within a box. That logo also tied 
together the program but does not appear to have had significant impact par
ticularly with the high levels of success of the "Lodge• ability" concept and the 
good use of a program color throughout. 

Recommendations: At a minimum, any communications program should have 
an identifying color and/ or logo, in order to create a "whole bigger than the parts" 
comprehensiveness to the program. Each time a motorist encounters some element 
of the program that is easily and readily identifiable as being part of the program, it 
enhances the eventual effectiveness. A word or phrase like "Lodge •ability" is the 
single most useful element of a program theme, but may be difficult to come up 
with in every case because of names and/ or numerical designations that don't lend 
themselves quite as well as the Lodge did in this case. The "Lodge•ability" concept 
came from an advertising agency I subcontractor. Professionals in that business are 
very good at phrase-making and such outside professional help should be brought 
into any communications program, at least in the early concept and creative stages. 

Media Relations Support 
Evaluation: Media relations on the two-year construction project was one of the 

very high points. The major Detroit media-the two daily newspapers, the four ma
jor television stations and several major radio stations- accepted the Lodge 
reconstruction project as "hard news" from its very beginning. Thus, dealing with 
the media became primarily a matter of providing them information they sought 
(as opposed to "selling" them information as often happens on lesser news events). 
That was particularly true during the first year of construction when traffic tlowed 
on both sides of the freeway but lanes and ramps were opening and closing almost 
on a daily basis, requiring almost-daily media updates by the MDOT media consul
tant. 
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In the second year, media attention concentrated on closing of a full side for con
struction, re-opening of that side, closing of the other side and eventual opening of 
the full freeway. Media attention was much more concentrated in the second year 
than it had been during the first year. 

Again, the "Lodgeoability" phrase caught on from the very beginning. News 
and media reports frequently used that phrase as a focus of attention for their 
reports. 

MDOT's media consultant developed an excellent rapport with the specialized 
traffic-reporting media when she held a luncheon briefing before the project began 
for the traffic helicopter pilots and reporters as well as other media persons 
specializing in daily or weekly traffic reporting. That special attention produced a 
cadre of traffic reporters much more aware of the project and its details as well as 
more enthusiasm about communicating the project's progress. 

Beyond the news columns and news programs, special attention was also paid to 
meeting with editorial writers from various media, resulting in very positive 
editorial support for the project and MDOT's efforts to fully communicate with the 
motoring public. 

Recommendations: Media relations cannot be left as a reactive job for whomever 
is handy whenever the media calls. Effective media relations requires the sort of 
specialized attention provided by MDOT's media consultant, a person thoroughly 
familiar with the project and able to handle everything from small detailed ques
tions to setting up large-scale interviews or on site sessions. 

The special luncheon briefing for traffic reporters was an excellent idea and 
should be included in any major construction communications program where the 
media have such specialists. 

The editorial briefings also worked well and should be part of a specific media 
relations plan. 

Both newspaper and television reporters are always looking for visuals, so a good 
map of the project should be made available from the beginning -a specially drawn 
map that simply hits major cross streets and major areas of concern, one that is 
easily reproduced by a newspaper or on a television screen. 

Not only is it important that one person be identified to pay ongoing and special 
attention to the media, it is equally important that the media understand that one 
person will always be available to them. When that is true, there is effective com
munication through the variety of media, rather than a whole series of construc
tion personnel dealing with the media and sometimes giving confusing or conflic
ting information. 
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Printed Materials 
Evaluation: An anticipated need for a wide variety of printed materials never 
developed in this project. A number of alternatives were discussed with members of 
the Communications Implementation Task Force-posters explaining the project, 
envelope inserts to be used for organizational mailing lists, and special hand-out 
materials. There was very limited interest in the posters and no interest in special 
materials or envelope inserts. 

The bulk of the emphasis for printed materials was with the two brochures that 
were printed. In the first year of construction (when traffic continued to flow on 
the freeway, albeit restricted by one lane for parts of the time), a general brochure 
was printed and distributed that identified the project and answered basic ques
tions about traffic flow. It also promoted the telephone hot line number. 

Far more important was the second brochure-that is, a series of four brochures 
published in the second year. Those brochures opened to an extensive map of alter
nate routes as they affected different areas. Geographically-oriented versions were 
printed for the downtown Detroit business district, the university/cultural 
center area, the New Center area and the entire regional Lodge corridor. More 
than 600,000 copies of those brochures were distributed. 

Working with the Communications Implementation Task Force was a very im
portant dynamic in the overall program, but particularly so with regard to printed 
materials. Without that task force as a sounding board, it is likely that posters and 
envelope inserts would have been printed in quantity and left unused. The task 
force greatly helped to define what was useful and not useful. 

Recommendations: Always assess the "need" for printed materials with the 
people who ultimately usc (or, do not use) them. It is all too easy to simply churn 
out printed materials because they have general value in a communications pro
gram. In the Lodgeoability program, such standard tools as posters and mailing 
envelope inserts were not seen as useful. 

Distribution of printed material is always an important problem. Members of the 
Communications Implementation Task Force acted as distribution agents. The 
total press run for the brochures was predicated on estimates from task force 
members about their needs (with, of course, a significant increment above those 
estimates for later needs). That distribution system worked very effectively. 

Public Service Announcements 
Evaluation: The standard length for both radio and television public service an

nouncements is 30 seconds - not nearly enough time to share with the audience 
even a couple of different thoughts about a project. Rather, it is better to identify a 
single main point and utilize the PSA message to make that point. 
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In the first year, both radio and television public service announcements 
highlighted and emphasized the special 24- hour project hotline, which could be 
reached by calling 93-LODGE. 

In the second year, a television public service spot was made to emphasize the fact 
that one side of the freeway would always be open - a fact that informal feedback 
indicated still wasn't clear in the minds of motorists. 

Use of the public service announcements by radio and TV stations was 
somewhat mixed over the two-year project. The television spots received some 
good play, including some prime-time (evening hours) placements. WDIV-TV, the 
NBC affiliate, used the spots extensively including placements in Tiger baseball 
games and other availabilities. The radio PSAs in the first year were recorded and 
supplied to the stations and used in a very limited fashion. The stations reported 
later that they would prefer text which their own personalities could use. All radio 
PSAs in the second year were supplied in that form to the stations. 

An outstanding effort was made by the area's top-rated radio station, WJR, dur
ing the second year of construction. The station adopted "Lodge. ability" as its 
public service target for the first two months of construction. Several station per
sonalities cut special public service announcements about various facets of the pro
ject's traffic implications. The station also utilized a traffic helicopter reporter who 
regularly reported on Lodge progress and, most imporantly, on the color-coded 
alternate routes, consistently using the color designations for his identification of 
the routes. In addition, the station offered copies of the alternate route brochures 
to anyone who wrote to the station. More than a thousand requests were received 
and brochures sent. 

Recommendations: In any comprehensive communications program, there are 
always one or two key points which need particular emphasis. Radio and television 
public service announcements are ideal for adding that emphasis to the rest of the 
campaign. 

Special attention should be paid to radio stations that usc morning/ evening 
"drive time" traffic reporters- inviting them to·special briefings prior to construc
tion and supplying them with both timely information and interesting feature 
angles. Particularly in northern states, where the construction season concentrates 
on the spring and summer months, television PSAs may get better play because 
that is traditionally a lighter time for paid advertising, leaving more available spots 
for PSAs. Finally, special attention should be paid to cable television systems. 
While radio and television cover an entire metropolitan area (reaching far beyond 
the construction corridor impact area), cable television systems can be identified by 
specific communities in that traffic impact area. Both the municipality and the 
cable operator have channels available (usually called the "municipal" or "local 
origination" channels) where they will generally be happy to use such public service 
announcements. 
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Advertising 
Evaluation: While the Detroit area media were very supportive of the Lodge 

reconstruction project as a hard news story, such media coverage remains an un
controlled resource, For that reason, paid newspaper advertising was used to make 
certain that there was a controlled flow of basic information about the project, 

While the Lodge corridor can be fairly specifically defined as to its immediate trip 
origin-destination impact, work on the freeway distributed vehicles onto other area 
freeways and major surface streets, Thus, most motorists in the metropolitan area 
were impacted by the Lodge work, either because they used the Lodge regularly or 
because freeways and surface streets which they did use regularly gained added traf
fic during the construction period, 

For that reason, a full-page ad was taken in both metropolitan daily newspapers 
prior to the start of the first-year construction, explaining the project work to be 
done, the timing and other elements, The same ad was also run in a weekly 
newspaper published for the black community of Detroit, reaching into the 
residential audience along the Lodge, persons who make up a significant portion of 
Lodge traffic with their short trips on the freeway, 

That first-year ad introduced the concept of "Lodge. ability," a campaign theme 
that would prove very useful throughout the two-year project, The ad was also 
printed on glossy paper as a poster, which received some limited distribution during 
the first year, 

In the second year, the traffic dynamics were significantly different - one side of 
the freeway closed completely for reconstruction, with the other fully open for 
regular traffic Also, the four designated detour routes, with their color-coded 
signs, were the single most vital part of the "keep the traffic moving" project goaL 
Using the "highway yellow" campaign color, black ink for all text and four colors 
for the alternate routes made it technologically impossible to use regular newspaper 
space, For that reason, along with the added impact of being able to keep it in the 
car, a "free-standing insert" was used for the second year's advertising, The first 
page was a stark and attention-getting headline, "Next Saturday, half the Lodge 
Freeway will disappear," Inside, project details were explained and the four color
coded routes were detailed, 

Thus, on the Sunday six days before the start of the second-year construction, 
virtually every household in the metropolitan area received oi:lC of the inserts about 
the project, Again, the Detroit weekly, published on Wednesdays, also carried the 
insert for its important residential audience, 

Originally, some advertising money was earmarked for cooperative advertising 
with special events facilities because of a great concern about the impact of the 
Lodge construction on the flow of persons to such places as Tiger Stadium, the Joe 
Louis Arena, Cobo Hall and other downtown entertainment venues, Again, 
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special events representatives on the Communications Implement:ltion Task Force 
(CITF) expressed no interest in such advertising, and that money was used to help 
pay for the free-standing insert. 

Recommendations: Paid newspaper advertising is an important element of an 
areawide communications program because it is a controlled means of communica
tion to a widely spread audience. Paid radio and television commercials are far too 
brief to tell the whole story and printed materials require and eventual one-to-one 
distribution process. Mass media reach mass audiences, and newspaper advertising 
does so with sufficient space to tell the whole story. 

Promotion 
Evaluation: The "promotion" task had several key elements to it, most important 

of which was the Communications Implementation Task Force. The CITF was a 
critical element of the overall communications program. 

The CITF was an important part of the planning process- a sounding board of 
various community interests which helped shape the final communications pro
gram. Some original ideas from the communicationo proposal were modified 
through task force discussions, others were discarded, and the task force also 
generated several new program elements. The ta~k force was very successful in 
refining the communications program to be as useful as possible to the community. 
It also was an effective vehicle for implementing the communications program. 
Members of the CITF distributed printed materials, communicated with their own 
constituencies, arranged for presentations by the project staff and served as a feed
back mechanism during the course of the project. The overall communications 
plan was clearly better because of the task force's input; members of the task force, 
in turn, were more active in the implementation process because they had a sense 
of "'ownership" of the plan which they helped develop. 

One of the concerns identified by task force members was the concept of "public 
contact personnel." That included ticket office staff, telephone/receptionist per
sonnel, waiters and waitresses, bellhops, parking and security personnel - the 
organizational personnel who have regular contact with the customers/pa
tients/visitors who travel the Lodge to or from facilities. Based on that concern, a 
series of "public contact briefings" was held for those staff members. Each briefing 
was arranged by task a force member, who "co-sponsored" the event. Several hun
dred public contact personnel were made "experts" on the Lodge project so that 
they could supply useful information and, most importantly, refute the kind of 
misinformation that always swirls about a project like rebuilding the Lodge. The 
result was a cadre of such people working one-on-one with the motoring public. 

Still another idea generated by the task force was a 24-hour project "hotline." 
Advertising and printed material provided good general information about the 
project to the public, and the media provided up-dated information about specific 
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project progress. But, that information might not always be there m handy when 
an individual needed to know the current status of traffic impacts of the project, 
So, a taped hotline message was created with a project-specific phone number, 
93-LODGE. More than 800 calls per month were handled by the hotline (with five 
answering machines hooked up in sequence.) Particularly during the first ye'lr 
(when ramps were opening and closing daily), changes were made to the 
recorded message at least weekly and often daily to make certain that motorists had 
the most current information before starting their trip through the Lodge corridor. 

Recommendations: A "must" element of a comprehensive motorist information 
plan is a Community Implementation Task Force-some group of people represen
ting the various publics within the construction corridor who can participate in the 
planning and sharing in the implementation responsibilities. The character of such 
a task force will change depending on the nature ofland use in a given construction 
corridor. In the case of the Lodge, there were three distinct geographical areas to be 
considered-the downtown area, the university/ cultural center area and the New 
Center area (which includes a major office building, the headquarters of General 
Motors and Unisys and Henry Ford Hospital, the largest health care facility in the 
region). In addition, there were a number of special events venues in the downtown 
area-major league baseball actlVltles, concert and theatre facilities, a 
summer riverfront festival operation. Those special interests were reflected in the 
task force membership. 

A basic communication program should be created within the transportation 
department for presentation to the task force-having a group that large start with 
a clean sheet of paper is not a productive process. Rather, they preferred to react to 
a proposed program, adding to, deleting from or reshaping various elements. It then 
becomes "their" plan and they become very useful in implementation. 

Public contact briefings are useful only if the construction corridor includes a 
number of places that depend on discretionary motorists (as opposed to residential 
and commuter motorists, who will be there throughout the project). The tone of 
such briefings should be one of education: providing solid information about the 
project as well as anticipating the kinds of rumors or misinformation which might 
occur and providing the public contact personnel with correct information to head 
off the rumor problem. 

A motorist information "hotline" is a valuable tool. First, it provides motorists 
with an always available source of current information. Second, it helps the com
fort level of motorists to know that such a service is available, even if they don't use 
it. Early work with the telphone company is important, to make certain that 
telephone lines are available, that there are no interconnection problems between 
different telephone exchanges in the corridor and to seek some sort of identifiable 
phone number, such as 93-LODGE. In the case of 93-LODGE, that unique 
number was available in an exchange away from the location of the answering 
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machines, so the telephone company was able to arrange a pcnnancnt· "call forwar
ding" arrangement from the 91cxchangc into the cxchnngc where the answering 
machines were located. 

Speakers Bureau 
Evaluation: The basic element of this task was a pair of slide presentations, dif

ferent versions for the first and second years of the construction project. In a com
prehensive communications program, live presentations to groups is the best op
portunity for an in-depth communication about the project as well as the most 
useful interactive opportunity. Mass media and printed materials are all one-way, 
providing little or no opportunity for questions and discussion of specific points. 
Such presentations are significantly more effective when accompanied by an 
audio/visual component. Several formats are possible: slides, overhead transparen
cies, film or video tape. The slide presentation works particularly well because it 
provides the opportunity for both photographic and graphic presentation of pro
ject information while permitting discussion of individual points (not possible 
when a film or video simply continues running}. There is also the flexibility in a 
slide presentation of changing slides quickly to adapt to new conditions in the pro
ject and also the ability to tailor a presentation to a specific audience by adding or 
deleting certain slides. 

The Lodge slide presentations were a key ingredient of the public contact brief
ings. The speakers bureau made presentations to community and civic organiza
tions. In addition, the slide presentation was used for follow-up meetings with 
technical audiences. 

Recommendations: A comprehensive communications program should include a 
slide presentation, taking advantage of its flexibility and content and its adaptabili
ty to specific audiences. 

As with advertising, the creating of an effective slide presentation is a very 
specific talent which requires a writer familiar with that medium of communication 
as well as graphic artists also familiar with the slide medium. If writing and produc
ing slide presentations is not the main operation, then outside contractors should 
be used. Supporting a slide responsibility should be assigned to someone who will 
regularly photograph the construction project, the special signage, the traffic 
management mechanisms. That continuing photgraphy permits periodic up
grading of the slide presentation content and also provides a good visual record of 
the project's development for follow-up reports and presentations. 

An important consideration is maintaining effective slide files, making certain 
that all slides of the project arc identified and catalogued to be readily available 
when needed for updating the presentation or for adapting it to specific audiences. 
Such a system should be set up in advance, to avoid having someone plow through 
mountains of slides to find the right one each time a change is needed. 
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Monitoring & Evaluation 
Evaluation: Research was another important element of the overall communica

tions program on the Lodge project. The Community Implementation Task Force 
provided important feedback into the communications planning process. But, it 
was also necessary to fully understand the key audience: the motoring public. The 
public opinion polling that was done for that purpose was very effective. It clearly 
showed that Lodge users were ready, in fact eager, for the tired old freeway to be 
rebuilt. Responses to the research questions also helped shape an underlying theme 
for the communications program: a "no surprises" approach. A poll was taken 
prior to the start of any construction and another was taken between the two con
struction years. In the first poll, the motorists sent their message: "tell us what is go
ing to happen, and tell us when it is going to happen, and we will cope." That "no 
surprises" concern helped drive many decisions in the communications planning 
and implementation effort. The second poll confirmed that motorists had ex
perienced little if any inconvenience as a result of the first year's construction. Fur
ther, it indicated that motorists expected the second year (even with full closure of 
one side at a time) to also be of little or no inconvenience to them. 

In the early stages of planning for the communications effort, there had been 
some strong feelings on the part of non-communications personnel that first-year 
construction, required little or no communications support. The communications profes
sionals argued that communication was needed for two reasons: 1) the almost-daily 
opening and closing of ramps and use of lane closures would mean a need for com
munciation of immediacy about those changes; and, 2) that effective communica
tion in the first year would build some much-needed credibility for the second 
year, when the message would basically be, "even with half the freeway closed, the 
alternate routes will get you to and from your destination with little or no disrup
tion." Clearly, the second opinion poll confirmed that point: motorists expressed 
confidence, based on the first year's experience, that they would be able to cope 
with the closure dynamics of the second year. 

During the first year, an effort was made to secure ongoing feedback about the 
project and the communications effort. Using demographic data, a Lodge Con
sumer Panel (LCP) was formed. It was comprised of 24 motorists reflecting the pat
tern of Lodge usage-suburban-into Detroit commuters, some Detroit-out-to-the
suburbs commuters, some Detroit residents. The panel members were to be con
tacted every two weeks to identify any problems being experienced by the motoring 
public. As with some other elements, the Lodge Consumer Panel failed because of 
the overall project's successes. Each attempt to draw feedback from panel members 
about problems simply drew reactions of"hey, everything is going great. There aren't 
any problems." Although they had agreed to participate in a panel, there was little 
enthusiasm among the panel members because of the lack of problems. The panel 
idea was dropped after three attempts. 
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------------ -~---------·-----~-~-----------------------------------------------·------~ 

The evaluation element of the project included regular meetings of a project task 
force convened by the Michigan Department of Transportation, which brought 
together persons from the planning, design, construction, traffic and communica
tions elements. The task force met monthly through the two-year project to 
evaluate problems and progress. The interdisciplinary nature of the task force was 
very effective in handling problems because all of the various elements could be 
brought to bear on problem solution. 

The evaluation element also included production of a written report on the 
overall communication project. Midway through the project, a video report was 
added to the evaluation element, to be done after the project was completed. 

Recommendations: Feedback is an important element in the monitoring of any 
project. Which types of feedback will be most useful will change from project to 
project. What will not change is the need to build into a comprehensive com
munications program specific opportunities for such feedback. 

In particular, public opinion research is an effective tool. It provides a motorists 
orientation to the communications work that is difficult to achieve by assumptions 
made by the project personnel about what the motorists believe to be true. Public 
opinion polling is another of those specific skills that requires full-time professionals 
to be done effectively. There is an art to designing an effective survey instrument 
(questionnaire) and an art to using that instrument, in either telephone polling or 
in-person polling. Those jobs are best done by people trained in the public opinion 
polling descipline. 

While the Lodge Consumer Panel did not work in this project, some form of that 
process should be considered for ongoing motorists monitoring of the project. Such 
a panel would likely provide an early warning of developing problems on a project 
where such problems exist. With the Lodge panel, both telephone contact and 
mail contact were tried. The mail version, including an easy return postcard for
mat, is recommended. Trying to track people down by telephone can be very time 
consuming and not very productive. The mail survey of the panel was much more 
effective. 

If a project's evaluation element includes plans for a printed final report and/ or a 
video report, preparing for such reporting should be a specific responsibility 
throughout the project. Materials need to be saved for use in the report, media 
reports need to be saved, letters need to be saved. Also, if a video is to be done, 
there needs to be an ongoing process for video taping construction work, project 
meetings, and project events (i.e., closing and opening ceremonies, etc.). 

Project Management 
Evaluation: Integrating a motorist information and comunication program into 

the overall construction project was a new step for the Michigan Department of 
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Transportation. Historically, construction and communication personnel had 
worked in parallel with communications coming aboard as construction began. On 
the Lodge project, MOOT's "not business as usual" approach meant a much more 
integrated effort right from the planning and design stage. That approach was at 
the heart of the total project's success. It meant, for example, that communications 
personnel were present and involved with design personnel, and contractor 
language as it affected the traffic management portion of the contract; at pre
construction meetings, at design and construction planning meetings; at traffic and 
signage meetings. Similarly, design, construction and traffic personnel were par
ticipating members of the Communication Implementation Task Force, able to ex
perience the concerns of the task force members and participate in formation of 
plans to solve various communications problems. That integrated overall project 
management approach was effective and efficient. 

Signage was a good example of that integrated approach. Several steps were 
taken beyond standard signage for a reconstruction project: 

1) signs alerting motorists to the pending construction were 
erected a full month in advance of each year's construction work, 
to make certain that regular users of the freeway knew what was 
going to happen and when; 

2) special signs were placed to help occasional users of the freeway 
headed to key special events-such signage helped to direct 
baseball and hockey fans to the most appropriate alternate routes 
to reaching Tiger Stadium and Joe Louis Arena; 

3) special signs were placed at key "decision points" in a road net
work, those places where important options existed for motorists 
to use alternate routes around the construction area; some signs 
were placed as far a 20 miles away, near Brighton, where 
motorists had an early option for detouring around the Lodge 
construction; 

4) extra heavy signage was used at "confusion points," 
freeway interchanges on the designated alternate routes where oc
casional users following the detour signage would need to make 
decisions while moving at maximum speeds on the freeway; and, 

5) existing changeable message signs on the downtown Detroit 
freeways were used for both alerting motorists to the start of con
struction and special problems during the course of construction. 

Many of those needs were identified through the communications program, in 
several cases by members of the Communication Implementation Task Force. 
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MDOT traffic management personnel then arranged appropriate signage to res
pond to the identified special needs. 

Another key element was a very specialized newsletter from MDOT Director 
James Pitz to more than 1,000 community leaders in metropolitan Detroit. Called 
the "Southeast Michigan Transportation Update,"the newsletter was designed to pro
vide the sort of project details not likely to be carried in the mass media. The 
newsletter was planned to coincide with major Lodge developments ~start of con
struction, major openings or closings. In effect, the plan was to have on the desk of 
community leaders a full presentation of appropriate information as supplement to 
whatever media coverage resulted from the project event. 

Recommendations: Having a "project management" task in the overall com
munications program is essential, permitting the sort of meeting attendance and in
volvement that would be difficult to arrange under other task definitions. That ear
ly and on-going involvement is very important in shaping a well-rounded construc
tion/traffic management/ communications approach. 

Having a communications input into the signage process is also important~such 
signage should be a blend of traffic management and community needs. Involve
ment of community leaders in the task force helps shape such technical details as 
signage to fill needs of that community~special events officials particularly may 
have some specific traffic management needs. 

A limited circulation newsletter or update bulletin is also a good tool. The au
dience is essentially persons with constituencies, multipliers of the message. If they 
can be regularly supplied with accurate project information, they will become pro
ject communicators, able to counter the inevitable rumors and misinformation 
that pops up around any public project. At the same time, keeping those leaders in
formed creates a cadre of supporters both able and willing to speak out positively 
about the project in media and community forums. 

Video Report 

Evaluation: Capturing the essence of a project like rebuilding the Lodge Freeway 
in a video report is an excellent step. A video combines sight, sound and motion. It 
is growing dramatically as a preferred means of communication in both the private 
and public sectors. The Lodge video blends good graphic materials with personaliz
ed messages from key project participants~an effective use of the video format. 

Like television itself, such a video is best at "capturing the essence" of the total 
story. It needs to be accompanied by a printed report which provides greater depth 

for individuals who want to know more about specific elements of the overall pro
ject. This written Lodge. ability report provides that needed balance to the video. 

Originally, two versions were to be made~one would be a "public" video, for use 
by transportation officials with general public audiences; the other would be that 
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public version plus a technical section that would be added to the end, for usc with 
transportation technicians. A final decision was made to eliminate the public ver
sion because it seemed unlikely that such a video would be used by general au
diences. Rather, it seemed that a more likely "public" use would be with citizens in
volved with, or affected by, a freeway reconstruction project. Such an audience 
would need the flavor of remarks by Michigan Department ofT ransportation pro
fessionals in the technical section. 

The video took much longer to produce than anticipated, largely because of dif
ficulty in assembling various ingredients. In the final version, more than 30 dif
ferent videotape sources were used, along with a selection made from several hun
dred slides. 

Recommendations: Start early. The decision to make a video report was not 
finalized until final stages of the two-year construction project. As a result, very lit
tle useable material was available from the first year, particularly with regard to 
videotape of construction activities and communication elements. 

The Lodge•ability effort worked very well-construction, traffic management 
and communication. It might not have done so. Thus, it is not possible to write a 
script until the project is finished and the success (or, lack of success) is identifiable. 

What is possible, however, is a decision to make a video, followed by a systematic 
effort to accumulate video footage of project activities, along with slides, media ex
cerpts and other elements. A caution-as that accumulation grows, it is particularly 
critical that an effective cataloguing system be devised. It will save much time later 
when the producer/ director begins sorting through tapes, slides, artwork and clipp
ings. 

It is best if a single source of original videotape can be arranged. That is, a pro
duction company or free lance video crew should be used on all video "shoots," to 
provide some continuity to the footage. (It is possible to find someone different 
each time, of course, but much is gained with a single source for continuity.) 

Transportation departments are increasingly using videotape to record construc
tion activity. That is an excellent additional source; however, explaining produc
tion needs to those technicians can be helpful later (so that they hold shots long 
enough, get good "interesting" angles and avoid excessive camera movement). 
Those are elements of production more important to the video producer than to 
the technical cameraperson. 

Motor Lodge 
Evaluation: The public information program took on an added task during the 

second year of the reconstruction project. Public opinion polls showed that 
motorists would consider using alternative methods of transportation if congestion 
caused by freeway reconstruction became a problem. A little more than 70% of 
motorists responding to the public opinion poll indicated that they would consider 
using express bus service from the Southfield area to Detroit. MDOT contracted 
with Greyhound to provide a fleet. of nine buses to provide service during the 
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reconstruction. This bus service was the 11 Motore Lodge," and it ullcrcd muturisls 
another transportation alternative during the reconstruction project. 

SEMCOG was contracted by MDOT to: 1) produce advertising for newspaper 
and cable television; 2) to create a special identity for the service; 3) to establish and 
maintain a special information telephone line; and, 4) to include the express bus 
service in other elements of the overall Lodge Motorist Information Plan. 

Promotion efforts concentrated on the start-up construction period and the two 
to three weeks following when many motorists would begin to come to terms with 
the effects of the construction. 

Working with a sub-contractor ,Deleeuw, Ferguson, Bashaw Advertising
SEMCOG developed an identity for the express bus service-Motor• Lodge. This 
name fit into the overall Lodge•ability theme and was something that could be 
easily included in the promotional and advertising materials. 

Special radio public service announcements were created as well as PSAs for local 
cable stations. A free standing insert about the Motor• Lodge was placed in subur
ban newspapers where it was likely to be read by potential Motor• Lodge riders. In
formation about the Motor• Lodge was also available on a special 24-hour 
telephone line, 963-4BUS. Motor• Lodge was also included in the Lodge• ability 
slide presentation as a reminder to motorists that this was an alternative to driving 
the daily commute during the reconstruction. SEMCOG was also responsible for 
the design and printing of Motor• Lodge schedules for Greyhound, Inc. 

Ridership on the Motor• Lodge express bus service was not as great as an
ticipated. Although task elements were varied, most motorists apparently felt the 
alternate routes adequately met their daily travel needs. 

Recommendations: The lack of motorist response to the express bus service 
resulted in the reduction of the number of buses servicing the route in the first part 
of the reconstruction. In phase two, the express bus service was totally eliminated. 
Motorists apparently felt the alternate routes met their daily travel needs. In addi
tion, many commuters took advantage of other routes when planning their daily 
commutes and found few delays in travel to and from work. 
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